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Introduction
It is indeed an honor to have been given the opportunity to be guest
editors for this "Searching for a New Home" edition of the esteemed Swiss
American Historical Society Review. While we are both ardent students of
history, we are not historians by profession but rather a scientist and a
journalist - both born and raised in New Glarus, Wisconsin. Our goal is not
to retell the story of New Glarus' birth 160 years ago, but to examine this
beginning through three documents of that significant year.
Our historical journey began with the discovery of a piece of New
Glarus history long kept under wraps in the archives of the Wisconsin
Historical Society. The document which set this journey into motion is the
1845 travel and expense notebook kept by Judge Niklaus Durst. Durst,
along with Fridolin Streiff, was chosen by the Emigration Society of the
Canton of Glarus, Switzerland, to go to America's western frontier to
select and purchase land for a settlement to be known as New Glarus.
Durst's notebook (with the exception of two pages which surfaced in
Switzerland some years ago) has never been referenced in earlier New
Glarus histories. The offer of Leo Schelbert, University of Illinois at
Chicago, to transcribe and translate this document opened up the
opportunity to examine anew the founding of our hometown. We have
written a narrative that attempts to extract the various bits and pieces taken
from Diirst's notebook and provide some context to those historical
anecdotes.
While discussing the broader story of the founding of New Glarus, we
were becoming increasingly intrigued by Joshua Frey of Lehigh County,
Pennsylvania. Frey became the guide, interpreter, and diarist to Durst and
Streiff on their 1845 journey across America. But what became of Frey's
diary? After scouring the archives of the New Glarus Historical Society
and the Wisconsin Historical Society, as well as countless databases and
catalogs, we discovered the Frey diary had been published in 1847 and that
a copy existed in Glarus, Switzerland. Leo Schelbert came to our rescue
and through his nephew, Dr. Urspeter Schelbert, State Archive of Canton
Zug, an electronic copy of Frey's diary was in our hands within hours of
our request! And once again, Leo Schelbert provided a translation. To our
knowledge, this Frey diary has never been published in English, although it
has been used (although generally never referenced) in earlier histories.
Lastly, we became aware of a contemporary book published in
Switzerland, titled Die Welt ist hier weit, by historian Susanne Peter-Kubli,
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which contains the transcribed letters in German of some early New Glarus
residents back to Glarus, Switzerland. These original letters, now stored in
Canton Glarus at the Pulverturm in Schwanden, constitute the earliest
reports from the New Glarus settlement. The single earliest letter was that
of Judge Durst of 19 August 1845 - just days after the arrival of the
original colonists. Peter Etter of New Glarus and Leo Schelbert kindly
translated this letter from the Kubli-Peter book. And so we have published,
for the first time in English, the earliest communication from New Glarus
to the homeland.
What have we learned from these three documents and the hours spent
pondering the story of New Glarus' beginning? Again and again we have
been impressed with their tenacity and courage in leaving their homeland
to carve out an existence in the New World. We have learned more of the
Swiss already living in the United States who were to play a critical role
with Durst and Streiff as they moved from America's East Coast to the
frontier. And on a more academic note, we are able to document that there
were 135 original immigrants who arrived in New Glarus over the course
of several days in mid-August of 1845 while previous histories usually
state that 108 - or 122 - settlers arrived on 15 August 1845.
Not all of New Glarus' early history was harmonious, nor was it as
efficient and well-organized as the proverbial precision of the Swiss. Early
differences and disagreements among the colonists, perhaps a result of
reported clannishness, caused most of the people who hailed from the
Glarner village of Matt to move on to other parts of Green County. The
Grob brothers of the Kerenzenberg of Canton Glarus also disappeared from
the scene shortly after New Glarus' founding. The tone of Durst's 19
August 1845 letter is in part very apologetic for the lack of coordination
and communication provided to the immigrants as they made their journey.
We have come to learn, via this Durst letter, of the frustrating lack of
coordination with W. H. Blumer of Allentown, Pennsylvania, who had
indicated his intent to meet the colonists in Baltimore and lead them to the
settlement site, and the unfortunate delay of a key letter mailed to St. Louis
to inform the colonists of the purchase and location of their new land.
And finally, we have realized that there is much more New Glarus
history to research. Many original documents housed at the Pulverturm in
Schwanden have never been thoroughly examined by historians. Early
documents in the archives of the New Glarus Historical Society have never
been transcribed or translated. And recent news from Glarus, Switzerland,
is the rather coincidental 2004 publication of a two-volume set of Judge
Niklaus Durst documents. Included in this work are 1845 letters from Mrs.
Durst to her husband - hand-carried to him by the emigrants. Passages
from yet another Durst "Notizbuch" tell of Judge Durst' s trip home
between Milwaukee and Buffalo. Letters addressed to Durst and Streiff
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2005
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from Wm. H. Blumer and from the New York firm Bourry d'Ivemois are
also included, as is correspondence between Diirst and Streiff themselves.
Thus, more New Glarus history is waiting to be discovered. Perhaps
readers of this publication will assist us in this discovery!

***
A word about us and the history being preserved in New Glarus. As
previously stated we are natives of New Glarus. We both graduated from
the University of Wisconsin - Madison, moved away to Milwaukee
(Duane) and Chicago (Bob), had families and careers, and in recent years
have become reacquainted through volunteer work at the New Glarus
Historical Society. Our paternal ancestries both go back to the charming
village of Elm, Canton Glarus. And, our grandmothers were sisters - the
daughters of Jacob Jordi (a Bemer) and his wife, Katharina Geiger (a
Glamer)!
We are among a small band of local historians who continue to work
diligently preserving New Glarus' past. That past includes not just those
early days of colonization but all 160 intervening years. And this is no
small task. We are fortunate that the New Glarus Historical Society was
formed nearly 70 years ago. A fine outdoor, village-style museum - the
Swiss Historical Village (www .swisshistoricalvillage.com) - has been built
up over the years and is the centerpiece of our local historical society. We
both are tour guides at our museum and have the privilege of sharing the
story of New Glarus with visitors from around the world.
There are several people we wish to thank in this endeavor and chief
among them is Leo Schelbert, who has been most generous in his time,
talents and guidance. We are also appreciative of Urspeter Schelbert of the
Staatsarchiv Zug, Susanne Peter-Kubli of Wadenswil, Thomas Schatti of
Glarus, Ernst Giittinger of Schwanden, Elisabeth R. Diirst of Oberwil,
Peter Etter of New Glarus, Helen Lavasseur of Madison, Wisconsin, Gregg
Moeller of Wisner, Nebraska, and Harold Miller, Wisconsin Historical
Society archivist, for their assistance in document transcription, translation,
scanning, data collection and photographs.
We invite you to visit our village, our museum and most importantly
our people ... and we trust you will enjoy reading about the remarkable
events of 1845.
Bob Elmer and Duane Freitag
New Glarus Historical Society
P. 0. Box 745
New Glarus, WI 53574
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The leather-bound book of financial notes and memos kept by Judge Diirst on his expedition
to locate the Swiss colony of New Glarus. (Wisconsin Historical Society, Image ID: 27952)
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Niklaus Diirst's Journey
by
Robert A. Elmer and Duane H. Freitag
A notebook kept by one of the two men who selected the site for the
Swiss colony of New Glarus in Wisconsin has been located and
translated from German, providing additional insight into a unique story
of Swiss immigration. While two pages from the 28-page notebook had
been photographed and preserved in Switzerland years ago, the original
was thought by some to be missing. However, it has been safely archived
at the State Historical Society of Wisconsin in Madison since 1929.
The small collection of memos and financial accounts belonged to
Niklaus Durst, a 48-year-old appeals judge from Canton Glarus,
Switzerland. Dtirst, along with 29-year-old blacksmith Fridolin Streiff,
was selected by the Emigration Society of the Canton of Glarus to travel
to the United States in 1845 and scour what is now known as the Upper
Midwest for land for a proposed settlement. After Dtirst completed his
mission, he left the infant colony and returned to Switzerland in the fall
of that year. His son, Daniel Dtirst, a school superintendent in
Schwanden, Canton Glarus, visited New Glarus for an extended period in
1892 and subsequently wrote about his trip. 1 Then in 1929, Niklaus
Dtirst, a grandson of the judge,2 visited New Glarus for two days while
he and his wife were on a trip to America to visit their daughter and sonin-law in New York City. He was a cheese dealer in Lausanne and was
very interested in the dairy industry in Wisconsin, in which the Swiss
immigrants at New Glarus had played a key development role. While he
and his wife were in New Glarus, they were shown sites relating to the
founding of the village, including the spot where Judge Dtirst and several
other men built the first simple shelters. A contemporary newspaper
article about the visit noted that "Mr. Duerst also showed a written
booklet from his grandfather giving a description of the life of the
colonists. The booklet was dated New Glarus, August 1845. He intends

1 Daniel Diirst. The Establishment and Development of the New Glarus Colony. Translated
by Peter Etter from Die Griindung und Entwicklung der Kolonie Neuglarus, Zurich, 1894.
2 He was a son of Judge Niklaus Diirst's daughter Salome, whose husband was also named
Niklaus Diirst.

7
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to give the booklet to the State Historical Society of Wisconsin, which
surely will be appreciated."3
The "booklet" is actually a worn burgundy leather wallet that is
approximately 4 by 7 inches which, when opened, reveals a more
handsome interior. Depicted inside on two light brown leather panels are
drawings of two romantic Rhine River scenes - the village of Braubach
with the Marxburg castle and the Burg Pfalz with the village of Caub.
Both of these scenes lie on the Rhine between Mainz and Coblenz. These
two leather panels open on the sides in a wallet-like arrangement. The
actual journal notes are contained in two parts. The first is a small paper
booklet on which the notes are written in pencil or ink. The 12-page
second booklet, written only in pencil, is of a harder card stock.
A memo archived with the leather wallet indicates that an attempt
was going to be made to translate Durst' s jottings. Apparently nothing
came of that and then the Depression years and World War II intervened.
Meanwhile in New Glarus a historical society was organized in 1939
with the intent of preserving artifacts from the development of the
colony. Eventually the society erected a collection of buildings, now
known as the Swiss Historical Village, to display the items and tell the
story of the founding of New Glarus. 4 But over the years, the fate of
Dtirst's notebook was forgotten. Then, in 2003, Robert Elmer, a New
Glarus native and descendant of some of the early Swiss settlers, was
attending a regional history gathering at which Wisconsin State
Historical Society librarians were showing off ArCat, their new
computerized catalog of the archives. Later, as a test, Elmer typed in
"New Glarus" and up came a surprising listing of the Durst notebook. He
had archivists retrieve the item and, in realizing its importance, arranged
for Leo Schelbert to transcribe and translate the memos. Schelbert, an
emeritus professor of history at the University of Illinois at Chicago, has
written about Swiss immigration and New Glarus in particular. Durst' s
notes, at times written in a neat script and other times somewhat
scribbled, provided a challenge to Schelbert. Not only is the language
from more than 150 years ago, but entries were often abbreviations and
phonetic spellings. They also are not in strict chronological order and
"Grandson of New Glarus Pioneer Visits Here." New Glarus Post, June 12, 1929, p. 1. In
typical small town newspaper fashion, the writer described Nicolas (sic) as "a fine appearing
man and somewhat resembles the late Sebastian Duerst of Albany." Sebastian, a son of
original New Glarus colonist Mathias Diirst, accompanied his parents to the U.S. and is
mentioned in his father's immigration diary. Albany is a nearby village.
4 Phyl Anderson and Elda Schiesser. Swiss Historical Village - The History of the New
Glarus Historical Society, 1976, 5-20. The book describes the growth of the museum village
and some of its collections as of 1976.

3
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parts of some entries apparently were written m later when Durst
accomplished a particular task.
The transcription and translation complements other published works
about the settlement of New Glarus, including an immigration diary kept
by tinsmith Matthias Durst,5 the
journal of Joshua Frey, an American
of Swiss descent who accompanied
Durst and Streiff for much of their
travels in the U.S.6, and official
documents and letters archived in
Canton Glarus. 7 The fact that Frey
kept a diary of their travels may be a
reason that Niklaus Durst' s notations
are not as detailed as one might
expect. Also, since Durst needed to
pay attention to accounting for the
funds with which he was entrusted,
many of his notes pertain to that.
Durst, who served on the
Diesbach village council in Canton
Glarus, was part of the five-member
Executive Committee of the
Appeals Judge Niklaus Diirst
Emigration Society. He was highly
regarded in his community and Mathias Durst wrote in his diary that "we
Diesbachers, especially, loved him as our life. So much depended upon
Mathias Diirst' s diary is in two booklets also archived at the State Historical Society of
Wisconsin in Madison. A translation by Hedwig Rappot and edited by Leo Schelbert, based
on Eduard Vischer's edition of the diary published in Glarus, is in New Glarus 1845-1970,
the Making ofa Swiss American Town. Glarus: Tschudi, 1970. An earlier translation by John
Luchsinger, published in 1900 in Vol. 15 of the Wisconsin Historical Collections, is
regarded by some as too inexact. Diirst remained with the colony, dying nearly 12 years later
on March 27, 1857.
6 Frey' s journal was published in Glarus, Switzerland, in 1847 as part of an official report
on the activities of the Emigration Society as Der glamerische Auswanderungs-Verein und
die Colonie New-Glarus. Hauptbericht des Auswanderungs-Comite. In addition, according
to an article in the New Glarus Post of March 24, 1916, a daughter of Frey who lived in
Iowa was selling typewritten copies of the diary for $15. Frey seemed to make daily notes
meticulously until mid-June. The rest of his diary may have been written after the fact. An
English translation of the diary is included with this issue of the Review.
7 Records of the Cantonal government, the Emigration Society, newspaper accounts and
some important privately held letters are referenced in various published histories of New
Glarus. A comprehensive bibliography is included in this issue of the Review. Primary
sources are archived in Switzerland at the Pulverturm in Schwanden and the Landesarchiv
in Glarus.

5
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him." 8 Niklaus Durst previously had been a baker and sawyer and school
president in his village. He was married twice and had nine children. He
died in Switzerland in 1874. Fridolin Streiff, his companion as advance
agent or "expert", was to remain with the colony for three years in
exchange for free passage to the U.S. and some compensation to be
recommended later. Streiff did stay with the colony, becoming a U.S.
citizen and having his family join him in 1846. Here he was a farmer, in
addition to helping others manage colony affairs for the entire 10-year
period that the Emigration Society was involved with New Glarus. Years
later a contemporary described him as "a gentleman of good sense, kind
heart, just, a strong constitution, an indefatigable worker." 9 But the
colony duties took a heavy toll. When he died in Monroe, Wis., in 1890,
his obituary noted that "he was not ambitious for public office, and no
attempt could ever induce him to take charge of another colony, for he
remembered the suffering, the responsibility of the year 1845." 10 His
enduring patience is reflected in a document dating to when he was
discharged from his duties at the end of 1856, in which the Emigration
Society expressed its deep regret for the "ungrateful behavior" that some
colonists exhibited toward him as their representative. 11
When Durst and Streiff were chosen for the scouting mission,
Canton Glarus was suffering a recession along with the rest of Europe.
Glarus was long known for its textile printing and had developed a
lucrative trade in hand-woven cotton cloth, most of it manufactured in
homes. But eventually hand spinners were unable to compete with
machine-produced yarns from England and then, as water power was
developed in the canton's Linth River valley, mechanical weaving
replaced the hand weavers. Many people were out of work. Two other
factors also figured into the situation: With little arable land in the
canton, and some crop difficulties, a lot of the food supply was imported
and expensive. And the population had greatly increased, perhaps due in
part to people returning to their hometowns. In response, the canton's
8 Leo Schelbert. New Glarus 1845-1970: The Making of a Swiss American Town (Glarus:
Tschudi, 1970), 141. For those fluent in German, an account of the founding of New Glarus
by Glarner folk author Kaspar Freuler includes a light-hearted story of Niklaus Diirst and
his wife, Anna. See Amerikas Little Switzerland erinnert sich (Glarus: Baeschlin, 1996),
103-124.
9 Recollections of Theodore Rodolph in 1889, published in Wisconsin Historical Collections
15, 388.
10 "The Late Fridolin Streif." Monroe Sentinel, Monroe, Wis., May 21, 1890. Streiff and his
wife, Anna Katharina Blumer, were from Schwanden. Five of their children died young
before their parents moved to America.
11 Revocation and release of Fridolin Egger and Fridolin Streiff, recorded at Green County
Register of Deeds Office, Monroe, Wis., page 149 of Volume A, Letters of Attorney.
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Regierung (governing council) and the Landsgemeinde 12 authorized the
establishment of an emigration society to provide an organized method
for some to move away, which resulted in the settlement of New
Glarus. 13 Fifteen of the Canton's 25 municipalities, plus some private
persons, formed the society which then organized the trip. While the
society provided some items for common use, the emigrants were to pay
for their own transportation and were to eventually purchase their
assigned land. In most cases their home community provided the funds in
the form of a long-term loan. 14 Between 1845 and 1854, one-twelfth of
the population of Canton Glarus moved away, many emigrating to North
and South America. 15

Beginning of the Mission
What appear to be the first entries in the notebook involve a number
of issues to be addressed when the advance agents got to the United
States, some involving their mission and others special requests. Durst
consecutively numbered the first few items in his log, but after that point
he appeared to use the pages more randomly. Key contacts in Wisconsin
eventually turned out to be the Rodolf family from Zurzach in Canton
Aargau, and Durst noted that mayor Muralt of Zurich would be able to
tell him where to find Franz Rodolf [See notebook entry Sb].
Among personal requests - some now faded beyond recognition Durst was asked by someone named Marti-Glarner to see if he could find
out what happened to Amalia Streiff. She was supposed to have been in
New Orleans in 1837 and then moved on to Ohio [le]. Heinrich Jenni,
Council Secretary for the village of Ennenda, wanted him to find out if
James Hall was still living in Allentown, Pennsylvania. Diirst's memo
12 The open-air meeting of all of the Canton's voters is still held on the first Sunday in May,
one of two places in Switzerland that continues the tradition, which in Glarus dates back to
at least 1387.
13 Jakob Winteler. Geschichte des Landes Glarus II (Glarus: Baeschlin, 1954), 462-464, says
that because of the difficulties that some Swiss emigrants experienced, a supervised exodus
was desired by the Canton's leaders.
14 For example, the Glarus village of Elm voted in 1844 to pay each emigrant out of the
community treasury three doubloons for travel money and each household 60 guilders for
purchasing land. During the next 10 years the municipality supported 274 persons who
emigrated to America with 22,261 francs; see Walter Fromm, Chronik der Gemeinde Elm
(Schwanden: Buchdruckerei, 1981), 175. Some communities apparently intended that the
funds were gifts, not loans, and that situation led to major disputes in the early years of the
colony when the Emigration Society held that deeds to properties were not to be issued until
the municipalities were reimbursed.
15 Josef Schwitter and Urs Heer, Glamerland - A Short Portrait. (Schwanden: Fridolin
Druck und Medien, 2000), 38-40.
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has a later addition: "Antwort, ja," the answer is yes [2b]. A relative of
Jacob Schindler wanted Durst to carry a letter to him and, if necessary,
mail it in the United States. The relative hoped for detailed information
about Schindler and explained that, if Durst obtained a letter from
Schindler in response and it was on "rough paper", he wanted it copied
onto "fine paper" [1b]. A note to "get information in America
concerning Doctors Blumer and Luchsinger" is not detailed enough to
know which persons he was referring to [la].
On the day before they left, Durst and Streiff were given money 700 Florin, or gold pieces - by Hilarius Jenny and Heinrich Blumer,
president and vice-president of the Emigration Society, at a meeting in
the village of Schwanden [14a and 28a]. At the same time Jenny, Durst
and Streiff signed an agreement containing 20 "instructions" for the
advance men. Number 19 said that Durst was to keep a log book of his
trip. On March 8, Durst and Streiff departed Glarus, bound for the New
World. The emigrants were to follow in a couple of months with St.
Louis as the rendezvous point. 16 As required, Durst and Streiff made
their way to LeHavre, France, a major embarkation point for transAtlantic travel. They went with specific instructions to purchase a
sufficiently large tract of land in one unit at the U.S. government price of
$1.25 an acre, preferably in Ohio, Indiana, Illinois or Missouri - all states
at that time, unlike Wisconsin which was still a territory - and take into
consideration sufficient timber land, climate and soil suitable for grain
and cattle. The land was to be subdivided into 20-acre parcels, which
would be assigned to the immigrant families by lot for their use interestfree for ten years. 17
In an interesting twist of fate, the ship that took the two Glarners to
the United States was named St. Nicolas. 18 The American packet ship
was captained by John B. Pell and carried 82 passengers - some others
from Switzerland, but most from France and German States such as
16 The original plan was for the emigrants to leave after the Emigration Society received
word of the land purchase, but everyone became anxious and they left April 15, 1845, long
before suitable land was found.
17 The rules for the emigration are detailed in several places, most recently in Millard
Tschudy, New Glarus, Wisconsin: Mirror of Switzerland 1845-1995 Monroe: Green County
Printing 1995), 3-5. However, those listings are paraphrased and omit rules 18-20, which are
in the official 1847 report published in Glarus.
18 While in LeHavre, Judge Durst wrote a letter to his wife and mentioned that the ship had
his name. He described it as a large three-master, but seemed a bit apprehensive about
sailing on it. "God give us a lucky trip over the water and the land," he wrote. He also
commented that Streiff was "very economical" and they "understood" each other well to
date. The letter is in the collection Elisabeth R. Durst, Briefe des Appellations-Richters
Niklaus Durst, 2004.
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Bavaria, Wiirttemburg and Prussia. 19 Prior to their departure, Durst
appears to have handed off some of the letters he was carrying to a man
named Kubli from the Glarus village of Netstal, who was traveling to
New Orleans. The letters were to Jacob Elmer from Bilten, Caspar Strub
from Schwanden, Fridolin Zopfi, and Jacob Schindler from Ruti. An
entry for a letter to Gabriel Luchsinger was crossed out [28b]. The ship
left LeHavre March 21 and stopped at Torbay, England, leaving there on
the 24th •20

The list of people arriving in the Port of New York on the ship St. Nicolas on April 26, 1845,
includes "Friedrich Streiff and Nicolas Durst" as entries 41 and 42. The record shows they
were from Switzerland and bound for Missouri.

Arrival in the U.S.

The St. Nicolas, with Durst and Streiff aboard, arrived at the Port of
New York on April 26, after what was reportedly a stormy and rather
long voyage. 2 1 More than 50 ships arrived at the New York harbor that
day. Durst charmingly uses the phonetic German spelling Neujorck in his
various references to the city. Like many immigrants, the two men made
their way to a hotel where they would be more apt to be understood.
Durst writes that they would "take lodging" at the Freischutz, at 161
Washington St., where a Mr. Schwarz was the innkeeper. Apparently

19 Port of New York passenger lists for ships arriving April 26, 1845. Microfilm roll 57, No.
210. Pell was the ship's skipper from 1842 to early 1846. The St. Nicolas, built in New
York, had made a previous voyage from Le Havre that year, arriving in New York Jan. 3.
Packet ships made regularly scheduled trans-Atlantic trips carrying mail, merchandise and
passengers. The St. Nicholas was in use until around the time of the American Civil War.
20 New York Herald. April 26, 1845. The Maritime column, p. 3, notes that the St. Nicholas
exchanged signals with the ship Havre , bound from Mobile, Alabama, to Le Havre, on April
10.
21 Some histories say they arrived May 6, however the shipping records show it was April
26. The description of the trip as a bit long is in the Glamer Zeitung, December 20, 1845.
The typical westward voyage by sailing ship against the prevailing winds was four to six
weeks, so it doesn' t seem out of the ordinary.
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they had previously planned to stay at the Stadt Baltimore hotel [Ja]. 22
The Emigration Society had made arrangements to use the Bourry
d'Ivemois firm, at 127 Pearl St.,23 for financial transactions, and on May
1 Durst received $500 from that company on behalf of the Society. [4c
and 14b]. According to an official report on the emigration, published
later, Durst and Streiff also made a transportation agreement for the
emigrants to travel west via the Erie canal and on to Chicago should they
land in New York. 24 However, there is no mention of that in Durst's
notes.

Wilhelm H. Blumer, middleman for the emigration project, ran a banking house in
Allentown, Pennsylvania. This is a 25-cent bank note from his firm, dated September 20,
1862.

There are several entries of addresses that may have been recorded at
this point. One said that about five miles east of St. Louis, in Illinois' St.
Clair County, he could find a "colonist or farmer" by the name of
Ledergarber, who was supposed to be from St. Fiden [4a]. The area is
not far from Highland, Ill., which was a Swiss settlement. Another entry
Neither hotel is listed in an 1845 New York City business directory, but that may be
because they concentrated on the German-language trade.
23 While some histories refer to the firm as a banking house, Doggett's New York City
Directory for 1844-45, p.148, lists Bourry D'Ivemois & Co. as an importer of dry goods,
with offices at 127 Pearl St. and 80 Beaver Street and both addresses are noted by Diirst.
Later they were at 70 Broadway. The Pearl St. address in lower Manhattan would have only
been a short distance from the East River piers where the ship St. Nicholas probably docked.
It is known that the company was a business partner of Blumer & Jenny, a textile firm in
Schwanden.
24 Der glarnerische Auswanderungs-Verein und die Colonie New-Glarus. Hauptbericht des
Auswanderungs-Comite. Glarus, Switzerland (1847), 43.
22
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referred to Christoph Wagner from Wtirttemberg. He apparently was in
Pennsylvania either at Philipsburg, west of State College, or in Beaver
County northwest of Pittsburgh [4b]. Some addresses of people in New
York are listed, including Oscar Zollikofer and Georg Ruch [4d, 7d].
While the exact reasons for those contacts are not known, it is possible
that in Ruch's case it was a note on good places to eat and drink- a New
York City directory lists a Georges Ruch as running a "porterhouse" at
123 Greenwich St. 25 Zollikofer was mentioned in the official 1847 report
as greeting Durst and Streiff in New York and the firm of Zollikofer &
Wetter is referenced in letters from the 1850s written by John Jacob
Tschudi-Hottinger, who was in charge of the New Glarus colony for a
number of years. The nature of the firm is not known, but it may have
been a merchandise supply house.
Durst and Streiff then traveled west across New Jersey to Allentown,
Pennsylvania, where they made contact with banker Wilhelm Heinrich
Blumer, who was acting as a middleman for the emigration project.
Blumer was aware of their arrival in the United States, having just
exchanged letters with Zollikofer. 26 Blumer's father and grandfather were
born in Canton Glarus and immigrated to Allentown in the 1770s. It was
Blumer who had previously suggested to the Emigration Society that
Illinois or Wisconsin would be the best places for settlement. 27 He had
also arranged for 30-year-old Joshua Frey to assist Durst and Streiff in
their travels, since neither spoke English. Frey was born in Pennsylvania,
but his family originally was from Canton Zurich. He lived south of
Allentown in Upper Saucona Township. The 1850 U.S. Census says he

Porterhouse was a term used in those days for a bar-restaurant that served porter ale and
steaks and chops. Ruch is a Canton Glarus family name from the village ofMitli:idi, so it is
possible there was a Swiss connection.
26 A letter dated April 30, 1845, from Blumer to Zollikofer is in Briefe des AppellationsRichters Niklaus Durst. The letter mentions receiving an April 28 letter about the arrival of
"our friends" Durst and Streiff.
27 Blumer is a principal family line in Canton Glarus, with many family members historically
active in industry and government. Wilhelm's grandfather, the Rev. Abraham Blumer, came
to the United States in the 1770s. It was below the floor of his church in Allentown, then
known as Northampton, that he and 10 others hid the Liberty Bell in 1777 during the
Revolutionary War as British troops were closing in on Philadelphia. In the late 1870s or
early 1880s, Wilhelm and his wife moved to Beemer, Nebraska. northwest of Omaha when
they lost much money due to a financial panic. He died there in 1884. For a reference to his
advice for a location of a settlement see Schelbert, New Glarus 1845-1970, 206.

25
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was a Justice of the Peace. 28 Frey met Diirst and Streiff at nearby Easton,
Pa., early on the morning of May 10 and they left at 5:30 a.m. for New
York City, traveling by postal coach and railroad.

The Search Begins
Now the hunt for land began in earnest. Since Frey kept a record of
their journey, one can make some sense of many of Diirst's notations.
The three took the usual route westward, going up the Hudson River to
Albany and then taking the railroad that paralleled the Erie Canal to
Buffalo. They left New York City that same evening on the steamboat
Empire, which had just been put back in service after being damaged on
April 25 when it ran 20 feet through New York City's 19th St. wharf in
dense fog, smashing the boat's stern and damaging its bottom. 29 The men
arrived in Albany at 5 the next morning and caught the 1 p.m. train west.
When they passed through Utica, N.Y., Frey thought that it was "one of
the most beautiful rural towns of the United States," with stylish brick
homes and broad streets. The train had paused there during the night. The
men were also struck by the narrowing of the Mohawk Valley near Little
Falls, where there was "only a little more space than needed for the
canal, the railroad, the river, and the postal coach to pass." 30
They arrived in Buffalo on Wednesday, May 14, and not wasting any
time left at 9 p.m. on the steamer Bunker Hill, bound for Detroit via Lake
Erie. Because 9f the urgency of their mission, they didn't take a side trip
to see Niagara Falls but might have thought about it because Diirst
recorded one of his few geographical comments at that point: "22 miles
north of Buffalo between Lake Erie and Lake Ontario in the Niagara
river is a 160 feet high waterfall" [16a]. He also noted that "6 miles from
Buffalo to the east is a Swiss German Colony" and that it had been
managed for two years with very good success. The 5,000 acres,
purchased from Indians, was said to be worth at least twice more than it
cost [16b]. Diirst was referring to the Community of True Inspiration,

Frey was married and had one son at the time of the 1845 journey. While the family name
has generally been spelled Frey, in a surviving letter in English from 1845 Joshua spelled
his name Fry. The Aug. 13, 1850, census enumeration of Upper Saucona Township
(Dwelling 280, Family 302) lists him as "Joshua Fry, Esq." Some sources say he was an
employee of Wilhelm Blumer.
29 New York Herald, April 26, 1845, p. 2. The boat underwent repairs at an East River dock.
30 See Joshua Frey Diary, reprinted in this issue of the Review, for May 12, 1845.
28
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the immigrant communal religious group that moved on to Iowa in the
1850s and developed the Amana Colonies. 31
The Bunker Hill stopped at Erie, Pa., the next morning and at the end
of the day put into shore at Fairport, Ohio, just east of Cleveland. Durst
phonetically wrote the name of the overnight stop as "fahrbort" and then
translated it into German: Schaner Hafen. The next morning (May 16)
the ship went the short distance to Cleveland, apparently stopping
because the lake waters were rough. The Bunker Hill arrived in Detroit at
midnight. [16c].
From there the men took a train part way across Michigan, passing
through Dearborn, Ypsilanti, and Ann Arbor, and then stopping at
Marshall. From there it was postal coach through Kalamazoo and on to
St. Joseph, where they boarded ther-----.-------._-steamboat Champion and crossed louflt ollM EX,:,em
Lake Michigan to Chicago during
the night of May 18. Although
Ohio and Indiana were on the
Emigration Society's list of fouri--_ _ _ _.,.
states to be explored first (the
__..._,..
others were Illinois and Missouri),
the men never did go to those two
states. In Chicago, they stayed at
the Tremont House, one of the

Milmd

Diirst, Streiff, and Frey traveled from New
York City to Chicago, where they began
following this route in their search for land in
Illinois, Missouri, Iowa and Wisconsin
31 Between 1843 and 1845 about 800 members of the group, led by Christian Metz, migrated
from Germany and Switzerland to Ebenezer, New York, the present-day West Seneca, now
on Buffalo's southeast side. Their large land purchase is often referred to as the "German
purchase." They organized their communal lifestyle while in New York, but gradually
moved to an area northwest of Iowa City between 1855 and 1864, selling their New York
land and eventually purchasing 26,000 acres in Iowa. Their long-lived communal society
continued until 1932. The Amana Colonies remain a popular tourist attraction.
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more popular hotels of the time. 32 They stopped at the federal land office,
getting their first taste of the fact that while large amounts of Illinois
prairie land were still available, the desired timber land was scarce.
The next morning (May 20) they were back on a postal coach,
heading westward two-thirds of the way across the state to Dixon - now
known as the boyhood home of President Ronald Reagan. "We came
through extended prairies," Frey wrote. "At many places nothing could
be seen other than an uninterrupted expanse as far as the eye could see."
After traveling all day and all night, they again sought out a regional
federal land office and again found insufficient timber land. At Dixon
they made their first land exploration on foot, walking that afternoon
northward along the Rock River and noting many springs in the
limestone along the river banks. They hiked roughly 15 miles to Oregon,
the Ogle County seat. The land in the area was notably beautiful and
fertile, Frey recorded. They returned to Dixon the next day, although a
rainstorm had made the roads impassable. 33
While Dtirst and Streiff remained in Dixon, Frey made a side trip to
the little village of Como (southwest of Sterling, Ill.,) to meet with some
men who were building a mill. Blumer had apparently been negotiating
with the men, who were originally from Pennsylvania, to provide
temporary shelter and employment for the main party of immigrants. The
mill project, operated by brothers Leman and Howard Smith and
merchant John H. Webber, included construction of a three-quarter-mile
long mill race to channel water from Elkhorn Creek to the mill site at
Como on the Rock River. 34
There still is a Tremont Hotel in Chicago, now on E. Chestnut St. The one the men stayed
at, on the comer of Lake and Dearborn Sts., was the second incarnation - the first was
destroyed when 18 buildings burned on October 27, 1839. This wood structure also burned
and was replaced in 1851 with a building designed by noted architect John Van Osdels; it
was the site of a key speech by Abraham Lincoln leading to the famous Lincoln-Douglas
debates. That building was destroyed in the great Chicago Fire of 1871 and an even grander
structure was built on the same site. Data from internet sources and the History of Chicago,
Illinois (Chicago: The Munsell Publishing Co., 1895).
33 Joshua Frey Diary, reprinted in this issue of the Review, entries for May 21-23 .
34 The mill race was dug in 1845 and 1846 and a large grist mill was constructed, with one
history saying it cost as much as $42,000 which seems high. The firm, listed as Smith and
Webber, ran an advertisement in the Galena, Illinois Weekly Northwestern Gazette on June
13, 1845, p.3, seeking construction proposals under the heading "Mill Race to Let." Como's
growth came to an abrupt end in 1856 when the Chicago Northwestern railroad ran a line
several miles to the north. The mill was shut down in about 1868 and after sitting idle for
about 20 years was destroyed by fire. Floods washed out a large portion of its foundation and
today there is no trace of the old mill race. See Wayne Bastian, Whiteside County Morrison,
Illinois: Whiteside County Board of Supervisors, 1968, and Charles Bent, History of
Whiteside County, Illinois, Morrison, Illinois, 1877.

32
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On May 24 the trio resumed their journey, talcing an evening postal
coach straight south to Princeton, now a village along Interstate 80. After
a Sabbath' s rest on May 25, they investigated some woodland 13 miles
west of Princeton called "Devil's Grove," but found that it had already
been purchased. So they went a bit eastward to Peru, a village along the
Illinois River. From there they planned to travel downriver by boat to the
Mississippi River and St. Louis. While halted at Peru, Frey wrote a letter
to a relative named Sarah, who lived somewhere along the route that they
had traveled from New York City, possibly in northern Indiana,
observing that he had "passed within 30 miles of your place." In addition
to relating information about his family back in Pennsylvania, he told her
that he "had been engaged by two Swiss gentlemen who are examining
the western country in order to give an account thereof to some of their
countrymen who have the intention of settling here at some future period.
I accompany them in the double capacity both as guide and as
interpreter; they are entirely ignorant of the English language."35
The water level on the Illinois had become too shallow for riverboats
to get to Peru, so the men hired a team of horses and a driver to take
them a short distance southwest to Hennepin where they could catch a
boat. Along the way Durst seemed to be fascinated by the honey locust
trees and gathered some of the seed pods to take with him. He recorded
that the deciduous trees from which he took the seeds were about a foot
thick and quite tall and slim. He also saw "nut trees and a large tortoise"
along the river [15a]. They just missed a southbound boat at Hennepin,
but were able to board the steamboat Panama the next day and arrived in
St. Louis at 10 a.m. on Sunday, June 1, expecting to find the immigrants
already there. However, there was no sign of the group.
The three men spent the next nine days in St. Louis and northeastern
Missouri. There were a number of immigrants from Glarus living in St.
Louis and before heading out it was arranged for one of them - Johann
Kaspar Wild - to supervise the situation when the colonists arrived and
make sure they had lodging. 36 Durst and Streiff apparently also left a
note explaining that they were still searching for a site for the colony.
35 Letter from Joshua Fry to Sarah Fry, dated Peru, Illinois, May 28, 1845. Photo copy in
New Glarus Historical Society Archives. A November 1845 letter from Fridolin Streiff to
the Emigration Society notes that Frey was stopping in Indiana on his way home, which
might have been Sarah' s home.
36 The 29-year-old Wild was from Mitlodi, Canton Glarus. While he did make contact with
the colonists when they finally arrived in St. Louis in July, he was of modest help because
he was so distraught over his wife's serious illness. She died while the colonists were there.
He died in 1889 in New Orleans. A letter that Durst wrote on August 19 also mentions two
other men - their last names were Kundert and Schuler, both from Rtiti - as also agreeing
to help out.
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Their search in Missouri took them west from St. Louis by postal coach
to Warrenton and then further west on foot to Danville and
Williamsburg, both county seats. They then walked 24 miles northwest
to Mexico, where they hired a horse team to take them farther north to
Florida in Monroe County, the birthplace of Mark Twain. From there
they walked 32 miles to the northeast, spending the night at a farmhouse
at Indian Creek and getting to Palmyra, north of Hannibal, on Sunday,
June 8. The governrnent land office for the region was there, and on
Monday they stopped at the office and found that most of the land in this
district already had been purchased.
So it was on to Iowa Territory. On Tuesday they boarded the
steamboat Vernon at Marion City and went a short distance up the
Mississippi to Keokuk, Iowa. There they rented a carriage and over the
next several days traveled through Prairieville, Winchester, and
Birmingham to Fairfield, where there was another land office. From
there they traveled on foot to explore some property along the Skunk
River, staying overnight at a farmhouse. Again they walked, onward to
Mt. Pleasant and through a long expanse of prairie until they found
another farm to board at. Having no success in finding the right land,
they left Iowa on the 14th at Bloomington and returned to Illinois, going
to Galena, which was well known as the center of the lead mining district
of northwestern Illinois and southwestern Wisconsin. The men appear to
have become a bit exasperated. Frey wrote: "By now we had traveled
through several states and seen large lands; nowhere could we reach a
decision to purchase, either because forest or water was missing, the site
was not healthy, or the still not entered land in one complex was not
large enough to satisfy our needs." 37
On to Wisconsin

Leaving Galena, they crossed the state line into Wisconsin Territory,
passing through Platteville and Belmont and reaching Mineral Point on
Monday, June 16. Wisconsin's lead mining region was fairly heavily
populated by 1845, with mine shafts and smelters dotting the
countryside. In some areas many of the trees had been cut to feed the
smelter fires. Mineral Point had become the most important community
north of Galena, and the district's governrnent land office was there. It
was also the home of Theodore Rodolf, who operated a general
merchandise store. And when Durst and Streiff finally met up with the
Rodolph family, Mineral Point became the scene of a lucky opportunity

37

Joshua Frey Diary, reprinted in this issue of the Review, paragraph after June 13 entry.
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for them - they had only to go to their fellow countrymen, the Rodolfs,
for supplies, transportation, and local advice.
The Rodolf family had .----c-;;;;,===...,...----""""'-aaa-a,i
immigrated to the United
States from Switzerland,
settling in what is now
Lafayette County in
southwestern Wisconsin in
1834. The family was well
educated and an uncle who
emigrated with them,
Niklaus Rodolf, had been
president of the Swiss
govemment. 38 The father,
Friedrich, died in New
Orleans in December of
1833 and Emerence Rodolf
and her seven children
went on to purchase An old illustration shows the Rodolph farm along the
farmland near present-day Pecatonica River in Lafayette County, Wisconsin.
Gratiot, Wisconsin, in the Di.irst spent a night there enroute to Galena, Ill. Some
Town of Wiota. They were of the immigrants also stopped there during their trek
assisted by and became to New Glarus. (Wisconsin Historical Society, Image
friends with the family of ID: 4510)
John Pierre Burgnion
Gratiot and his brother Col. Henry Gratiot, French Hugenots who as
refugees had lived for a while in Switzerland. They also became good
friends with Col. William S. Hamilton, a neighbor who was the youngest
son of the American patriot and first Treasury secretary Alexander
Hamilton. Theodore, the second oldest Rodolf son, was not inclined to
farming, and within a couple of years everyone in the family except the
uncle and the oldest son, Friedrich, moved north to Mineral Point.
Theodore and his brother Franz were entrepreneurs there, with Theodore
opening a general store on High Street and later operating a drug store. 39
Wisconsin publications refer to the uncle by the initials H.L. Swiss records show that a
Niklaus Rudolf from Wattenwyl was president of the Diet in 1817, 1823, and 1829.
39 The building housing the Mineral Point store was destroyed by fire some years later.
Theodore Rodolfbecame receiver at the governrnent land office in La Crosse, Wis., in 1853.
He remained in that city until his death in 1892. He served several terms as a state legislator,
was mayor of La Crosse for two terms, founded the La Crosse National Democrat
newspaper in 1854, had interests in insurance and real estate businesses, and knew many of
the pioneer business and governrnent leaders of Wisconsin. See his biography in History of
La Crosse County, Wisconsin, 1881, reprint 1977. Franz (also Frank), whose name appeared
38
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The existing records imply that Durst, Streiff and Frey did not meet
the Rodolphs on their first stop in Mineral Point. They did, however,
visit the land office and got their hopes raised that Wisconsin might yield
the land that they sought. They also found mail waiting for them at the
Post Office. One letter was from Wilhelm Blumer, saying that he would
go with the immigrants if possible. He also expressed his hope that the
group could avoid the worst of the summer heat and would be careful in
adjusting to American fresh meat and fruit. There also was a second
letter - possibly forwarded by Blumer since he was aware of its contents
- in which the departure of 193 people from Glarus was detailed. That
letter, written by Heinrich Blumer in Schwanden, suggested that the
group would be in Baltimore or New York by the end of May and then
go on to St. Louis. 40
Since the possibility was again raised that the immigrants might
actually be corning via the Great Lakes, the men hurried on the 125 miles
to Milwaukee. In addition, Frey had noted in his letter to Sarah that he
expected to be in Milwaukee around June 16th to pick up mail that would
be directed to him there. Most likely they took the postal coach that ran
three days a week to Milwaukee via Madison. 41 Milwaukee, already
Wisconsin's largest city, was a major entry point for immigration to the
territory. While the men didn't find the group from the Emigration
Society, what they did find may have caused some confusion at first there was another group of immigrants from Canton Glarus, many from
the village of Elm, who had just arrived in Milwaukee. They had left
Glarus about a month before the colonists, arriving in New York City
May 31 42 and then quickly moving on to Milwaukee. Part of the group
eventually migrated farther north in Wisconsin to the Oshkosh area and
founded the New Elm community in Winnebago County's Town of
in Diirst notes as a contact in America, went on to California during the gold rush and died
at Oakland in 1895. Frederick, who also was in the California gold fields from 1850 to 1852,
kept a diary, now in the Wisconsin State Historical Society collections, and returned to
Gratiot.
40 The first letter, dated May 21, 1845, was sent to Frey at Peru, Illinois. It was stamped June
14 at La Salle, Illinois, and forwarded to Mineral Point. The second is dated April 26. Both
are in Briefe des Appellations-Richters Niklaus Durst. Tinsmith Matthias Diirst noted in his
diary of the colonists' trip that meat was cheap, but the group threw away most of some
fresh mutton that they had purchased because it spoiled in the hot weather.
41 Frink, Walker and Co. of Chicago operated a series of "Four-Horse Post Coaches" in
southern Wisconsin, according to their advertisements that ran in area newspapers of the
day. One route from Galena to Milwaukee passed through Hazel Green, Platteville, Mineral
Point, Blue Mounds, Madison, Ft. Atkinson, Whitewater, and Prairieville, now Waukesha,
with overnight lodging at Mineral Point and Madison.
42 Port of New York. May 31, 1845. Microfilm Record 339.
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Black Wolf. 43 There already were some Glarus immigrants living in the
Milwaukee area and Durst noted that Peter Marti could probably tell him
where his cousin John Jacob Freitag was living [25a]. Freitag, with his
wife, Maria, and three children, had just arrived with the immigrant
group and had already purchased 40 acres of farmland in the Town of
Greenfield, about seven miles southwest of the city of Milwaukee. 44
Durst also recorded, possibly later, that he had received a receipt for a
bill from his brother-in-law, M. Kundert, dated June 18 and owed to a
Mr. Imboden [9c].
The three men were in Milwaukee nearly a week and while there
stopped at the land office but found nothing available in southeastern
Wisconsin that suited their needs. Since Frey's mail included another
letter from Blumer indicating that his friends in Como were interested in
employing some of the immigrants and that Blumer might lead the group
there, they headed in that general direction. After writing a note to the
Bourry d'Ivernois firm in New York, they left Milwaukee June 24 probably by stagecoach - and stopped at the now-vanished mining town
of Exeter45 in Green County.
.
In looking about there they finally came upon the land that fit their
needs, roughly eight miles to the northwest along the Little Sugar River.
The tract, which they first inspected on Friday, June 27, had fertile soil,
springs, a river sufficient to run a mill, and some timber, with more
woodland available on the ridge to the south. The topography was
somewhat rugged, being at the edge of Wisconsin's "driftless area" land that wasn't covered by the last Ice Age glacier and often holding
lead ore rather close to the surface. It is likely that not much had changed
from 13 years earlier when the US government made its first survey of
the township. At that time, the surveyor remarked, "No one lives within
the town. Nor have I seen any evidence here of prospecting for mineral yet it has the appearance of a mineral country." Several small Indian
trails crossed the area and were noted in the survey sketch and
John G. Kester In Three Milennia. (Alexandria, Virginia: New Elm Press, 2002), 643-668
outline the founding and early days of the New Elm community.
44 Warranty Deed, Vol. 0, p. 540. Milwaukee County Register of Deeds office, Milwaukee,
Wis. Dated June 13, 1845, recorded June 28, 1845. The Freitags, great-great grandparents
of one of the authors, Duane Freitag, moved on to Green County in 1864. Glarus genealogy
records indicate that Peter Marti, from Engi, took his family to America in 1844.
45 The community, which had 104 residents in 1850, was where Green County Highway D
and Doyle Rd. intersect today in the Town of Exeter in section 35. Traces of a few building
foundations and a cemetery remain. The Old Lead Trail, a route used to haul ore, connected
Exeter to Mineral Point, and it is likely that Diirst, Streiff and Frey used it to travel to what
became the New Glarus area. Land later purchased for colony woodlots was adjacent to the
trail.

43
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accompanying field notes. Typical trees were white oak, burr oak, and
aspen.46 When looking at the hills bordering the various valleys, Durst
saw them as "mountains" that would be good for raising sheep. 47
With that site in their minds, the men spent the next days traveling
some more and making comparisons to other land, a task that Frey
described as "unfortunately futile." First they were in northern Illinois
again, going back to the Como area on July 6. As they headed towards
Galena, a four-story high flour mill at Mount Carroll in northwestern
Illinois drew Durst' s attention. He made a note that the mill had "four
pair of stones which, if it has to be, in 24 hours grinds 600 bushels of
wheat of which 120 flour sacks result, each at usually 200 pounds."
Supposedly there are several such mills in America, he wrote, adding
that it allegedly cost $5,000 to build [15b]. 48
They were in Galena on July 11 and Durst, having received a letter
there from the Bourry d'lvemois firm, was able to obtain money for the
eventual land purchase. Enclosed with the letter was a $3,000 certificate
of deposit, which Durst cashed in. The transaction cost $30 [14c]. Durst
variously listed the Galena firm that he dealt with as Lloyd and Carter
and Schmid and Carter, but apparently was referring to Smith and Carter,
"forwarding and commission merchants" on Galena's steamboat landing.
James Carter of Galena was in partnership with a Chicago banker,
George Smith and Co. Durst also made some separate notes about land
The field notes and sketch from the original General Land Office survey of the interior
sections of Town 4 North, Range 7 East, done in 1832 by James W. Stephenson, can be
found online at http://libtext.library.wisc.edu/SurveyNotes. The Ho-Chunk or Winnebago
people had ceded the land south of the lower Wisconsin River to the United States in a treaty
signed at Prairie du Chien in 1829. After the survey, land sales in the area began in 1835.
At that time the region was part of Iowa County, with Mineral Point the county seat and the
location of the government Land Office. After a false start in 1836, Green County was
officially set apart in 1838. After Wisconsin statehood in 1848, Green County government
was reorganized with a town government set up in 1849 in all townships except New Glarus,
which was annexed to the Town of York for about one year, probably because of language
and citizenship issues.
47 Susanne Peter-Kubli. Die Welt ist hier weit. 16-18. Parts quoted in English in Schelbert,
New Glarus 1845-1970. 166-167.
48 The mill, which no longer exists, was constructed by the company of Emmert, Halderman
and Co., owned by four men who had come west to Illinois between 1841 and 1845. They
purchased the site in the valley to the west of downtown Mount Carroll for $3,000 and
slowly constructed the stone structure, a dam and a mill race. The mill shaft was cut along
the Mississippi River. A pioneer recalled that "farmers came with their ox teams, loaded
with grain, for which they received from 25 to 50 cents per bushel; very frequently their
wives or daughters accompanied them, sitting on top of a load of grain." See Carroll
County: A Goodly Heritage , E. George Thiem, editor (Mt. Morris, Illinois: Kahle Printing
Co.,1968), 163-165.

46
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prices, crop yields per acre, taxes, and procedures on making a land
claim. 49
The men then returned to Mineral Point, where they definitely met
Theodore Rodolf. Ever the entrepreneur, he encouraged them to look at
some land along the Wisconsin River near Helena north of the present
day Shot Tower State Park, east of Spring Green. 50 They twice camped
overnight in an open field and also were ferried across the river to look at
promising land in Sauk County, which maps at the Mineral Point land
office indicated was still available. The soil was rich, but it was low
ground with no springs or timber. 51
With that disappointing result, the group returned to Mineral Point
having made up their mind - it would be Green County. So on July 17,
Durst and Streiff made the long-awaited purchase at the government land
office, buying 1,200 acres in what is now the Town of New Glarus.52 The
Emigration Society's money was flowing that day. The land cost $1,500,
at the "Congress land" price of $1.25 an acre. Theodore Rodolf did well
at his store, with Durst buying $40 worth of "sundry items and victuals
for our Colony." Durst also settled up with Frey for some of his
expenses, paying him 54 American gold pieces worth $2.50 each for a
total of $135. Letters were sent to the Bourry d'Ivernois firm in New
York City and to Johann Kaspar Wild in St. Louis, informing them of the
land purchase, and also asking Wild to send Theodore Rodolf the two
trunks that Durst and Streiff left in St. Louis [22a, b, c]. Several histories
49 The notes were found among his records in Switzerland and were published in Briefe des
Appellations-Richters Niklaus Durst. Also in the book is the letter that he received in
Galena, which indicates that the certificate was with the Merchant Bank. Such certificates
were often used as money on the frontier. The letter also notes that while many ships had
arrived in New York from Amsterdam and Antwerp, nothing had been heard of the Glarus
immigrants.
50 Frey's diary refers to the property as "a strip of land at the Mineral Creek" in the entry
prior to July 15. However, the stream in the area is called Mill Creek today. The possibility
of purchasing the property was again mentioned more than a year later in a Nov. 15, 1846,
letter from Streiff to Diirst, in which Streiff defended his inability to purchase additional
land. He described the property along the Wisconsin River as still not healthy because of
"the fever." The letter is included in Briefe des Appellations-Richters Niklaus Durst.
51 Wisconsin Historical Collections, 15, 386-387.
52 The adjoining 1,200 acres included the southern half of Section 15 of 320 acres, the
southwest quarter and the west half of the southeast quarter of Section 14 of 240 acres, the
east half of Section 22 of 320 acres, and the west half of Section 23 of 320 acres. The
Mineral Point Land Office records, archived at the State Historical Society of Wisconsin,
document the sales in Volume 3, folios 76-79. The receipt and certificate numbers are 71267129. The land patents were issued in Washington, D.C., on April 1, 1848. They can be
viewed online at the Bureau of Land Management's internet site (www.glorecords.blm.gov),
file numbers W11950-458 through W11950-461.
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note that Streiff signed his Declaration of Intention to become a citizen
that day.
In retrospect, the letter that was sent to St. Louis was perfectly timed.
The colonists had arrived in the United States and were at Cincinnati on
July 17, slowly making their way to the planned rendezvous point of St.
Louis.
Records from the Mineral Point land office show that the Glarus
group was not the only "emigration society" purchasing land in the
region. On August 22, the British Temperance Emigration Society
bought 80 acres near Arena in Iowa County, northwest of New Glarus.
That group, founded in Liverpool, enabled more than 700 people to come
to southern Wisconsin beginning in 1844. They used a common fund for
their land purchases; other settlements were in the Black Earth and
Mazomanie areas in Dane County, north of New Glarus.

Settling "New" Glarus
Theodore Rodolf arranged for his brother Friedrich to help out and it
was undoubtedly a happy Dtirst and Streiff that bumped along in
Friedrich's wagon on Sunday, July 20, as they rode the 30-plus miles to
their newly purchased land. In his more extensive memo about that day,
Diirst immediately called the place "our Colony of New Glarus" and
listed a number of "firsts" accomplished - first shelter begun, first fire lit,
first fish caught, first bread baked, and first meal eaten [11 and 12).
These details were part of his diary-like entry over two notebook pages
that were photostatically copied and preserved in Switzerland.
Meanwhile, Frey again headed back to Como, Illinois, on the possibility
that the immigrants still might show up there - his diary said he was at
New Glarus first, while Diirst' s notes imply he left from Mineral Point.
Friedrich Rodolf spent several days hauling lumber for the shelters
that they were constructing on a knoll not far from a bend in the Little
Sugar River. "I gave Fridrich Rodolf ... to buy planks on the colony' s
account $10," Diirst recorded, adding that he paid the same amount again
on July 23 rd and $5 on the 30th [27a]. Interestingly, Theodore Rodolf
appears to have suddenly added a lumber yard to his business about that
time, according to an advertisement that he ran in the Mineral Point
newspaper. 53 Theodore apparently also visited the infant settlement on
one of the first days. Years later he wrote that there were some squatters
on the land whose claims had to be bought off. However, he knew both
families - Stephen Armstrong, whose family had been former neighbors
Mineral Point Democrat, August 13, 1845. The ad included the date July 22, 1845, which
was right after the land purchase.
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in what is now LaFayette County, and Theodore Greenwood, a French
Canadian whose wife had been a domestic in his mother's family. He
returned to Mineral Point once an agreement was reached, 54 although
there is no indication in Diirst's notes of any Society funds being spent.
Frey was back at the settlement on July 22 with no news of the
colonists or of any further letter from Blumer. That was disappointing,
no doubt, but the little group kept busy. During the next couple of weeks
Frey helped Arnzi Comfort, a surveyor, mark off the land and divide it
into the required 20-acre plots. Theodore Rodolph had arranged for the
surveying, for which Comfort was paid $3 a day. The American surveying measurements apparently were new to Diirst and he jotted a note that
"an American rod contains 16 feet. The foot is actually like ours. One
juchart (acre) land contains 160 [square] rods, which accounts for 43,600
[square] feet" [9b]. Comfort and Frey also assisted in laying out a road
west from the colony land to Greene's Prairie, a small Yankee settlement
about seven miles to the west in the Town of York. 55 The road provided a
more permanent link to the few trails that led to the rest of the territory.
Frey, with his part of the mission completed, left New Glarus on August
6 and returned to his home in Pennsylvania. He took with him $1,200
that was not used for land purchases and was to give it temporarily to
William H. Blumer until needed later. More bills piled up: $61.85 for
lumber, tools .and cookware. Streiff had a bill of $47.58 [25b, c].
As each day passed the men probably increasingly fretted over their
lack of knowledge on the whereabouts of the colonists. That group had
left Glarus on April 16, after a formal farewell in which Councilor
Caspar Jenny urged them to "enshrine in your hearts the three national
virtues of the Swiss and Glarnese, namely diligence, harmony, and
unshakable trust in God." 56 They numbered 193, far more than originally
expected, and travel arrangements were often inadequate. They slowly
made their way down the Rhine River and over to New Dieppe in the
Netherlands, where after numerous delays they embarked May 13 on a
rough 49-day voyage to Baltimore aboard the ship Superb. Wilhelm
Blumer had planned to meet them in Baltimore, apparently expecting
them about the 20 th of June, and had indicated that he would accompany
His recollections, written in 1889, are published in the Wisconsin Historical Collections,
15, 1929.
55 Helen M. Bingham, History of Green County, Wisconsin (Milwaukee : Burdick &
Armitage, 1877), 230-232. The settlement was centered at what today would be the
intersection of County Highway A and Postville Rd. Only a small, overgrown cemetery
remains.
56 Jenny' s speech is reprinted in Schelbert, New Glarus 1845-1970, 15-18. Later history
shows that while the settlers got the diligence and trust in God parts right, harmony often
eluded them.
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them westward. That never happened, due in part to the group's later
arrival on June 30. The leaders of the immigrants made their own hasty
preparations in Baltimore for the trip west, which had them cross
Pennsylvania by canal boat to Pittsburgh and then travel down the Ohio
River and up the Mississippi to St. Louis, where they arrived July 23.
They were greeted by the earlier Glarner immigrants, but there was no
current news from the two advance men. Judge Dilrst' s letter informing
Wild about the land purchase apparently was belatedly dispatched from
Mineral Point, leaving the colonists in limbo. There is uncertainty today
about what actually happened, including the possibility that the letter was
initially ignored due to the severe illness of Wild's wife. The group
became impatient in the summer heat, some fearing that Dilrst and Streiff
were dead; already there were three deaths, and three babies had been
born. The size of the group had declined by that point, with some
choosing to go their own way in Baltimore, Pittsburgh and St. Louis.
Paulus Grob and Mathias Dilrst were selected to try to find the advance
team, even though the men were from two factions that apparently didn't
get along. 57 A letter from Blumer had indicated that Judge Dtirst and
Streiff were in the area of Peru, ill., and Grob and Mathias Dtirst were
able to pick up their trail there. In addition, they were joined by fellow
Swiss John Freuler, who had earlier immigrated to Peru from Ennetbilhl
in Canton Glarus. A letter was sent back to St. Louis and the three - with
Freuler paying much of the cost - went on to Mineral Point, where they
learned of the land purchase.
On Friday, August 8, Grob and Mathias Dtirst arrived at the
settlement, overjoyed at finally finding the advance men. Freuler
Judge Diirst, in his August 19 letter to the Emigration Society, implies that his letter
eventually arrived in St. Louis, so the colonists finally knew in what direction to head. He
also "sadly" notes that some of them told him that the emigrants "did not live in brotherly
harmony" during the trip. It is possible that he was specifically referring to Mathias Diirst
and Paulus Grob. Paulus and his brother Johann Jakob Grob were from Obstalden, while
Mathias Diirst was from Diesbach, and Mathias Diirst wrote in his diary that there was
friction between the Diesbachers and others. Although the Grob brothers had been
acknowledged as leaders within the group of emigrants, it appears they left New Glarus
shortly after its settlement. Their names are included in the August 21, 1845, drawing for
the 20-acre plots, yet most listings of the original settlers do not include them. The 1850
U.S. census lists Paulus and family living 300 miles from New Glarus in Madison County,
the area of Highland, Illinois. Paulus' son John, age 4 in 1850, is listed as having been born
in Illinois. If this is correct, the Paulus Grohs could have been living in Illinois as early as
the latter part of 1845. Grob family members later lived in Prairie City, Missouri, where
Paulus died on June 19, 1890. The Johann Jacob Grob family is harder to definitively track.
In 1860, a Jacob Grob, age 56, was living in Chicago's 7 th Ward with wife Anna, both noted
as being born in Switzerland. Son Zacharias Grob was presumably found living in Indiana
in the 1850 census.
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apparently was also with them, although possibly not at the initial
meeting. 58 Mathias Durst wrote in his diary: "After the excitement of
finding each other had subsided in a measure, we went into the huts they
had made at first. You may imagine that from both sides came many
questions and answers until late at night ... . We also the same evening
walked a short distance over our land and enjoyed the splendid sight - it
is beautiful beyond expectation. " 59 Grob and Mathias Durst were
reimbursed $41. 70 for their expenses for the trip from St. Louis [25d ].
The next morning, the two Dtirsts headed out for St. Louis, with the
intent of bringing the colonists on the final leg of their journey. Frederick
Rodolf hauled them in his wagon the first day, a trip - partly through a
rainstorm - ending that evening at his 220-acre farm in what is now
southern Lafayette County. 60 Niklaus Durst was of course carrying his
notebook and in it was a memo to himself on things to purchase when he
got to St. Louis, including 600 pounds of salt, 3 small vats, 4 iron
markers, a butter vat, a small white tin box, and a half sheet of copper.
He also wanted to inquire about a stove [9a]. Parting company with
Rodolf on Sunday morning, the 10th , the Dursts walked on to Galena.
While waiting for a Mississippi River steamer that would be headed
downriver to St. Louis, they were surprised to find that when a boat
arrived at the town dock the next evening, the immigrants from Glarus
were aboard. 61
There was much happiness all around that their travels were near an
end. Adding to Judge Durst' s joy was a letter from his wife, Anna,
written four months earlier and hand-delivered by Fridolin Hosli, one of
the emigrants. A second letter, written soon after when she heard the
colonists' travel progress was slow, was apparently sent via leader Paulus
Grob and delivered by him a few days later. 62 During the next several
days as preparations were made to move everyone to the colony site,
Durst met up with another immigrant Glarner - the soon-to-be notable
Neither Diirst mentions Freuler in their notes when writing about the initial meeting.
However, Mathias Diirst's diary states that when the two Diirsts headed back toward St.
Louis, Grob and Freuler stayed behind. Freuler, then only 25 years old, died three and a half
years later in St. Louis. His widow remarried, but died in Galena in 1853.
59 Schelbert, New Glarus 1845-1970, p. 139.
60 The farm was in Section 34 of the Town of Wiota, just northeast of Gratiot. At the time
it was part of Iowa County; Lafayette County was split off in 1847.
61 While no mention is made of the riverboat' s name, the Ohio arrived at Galena on the 11 th ,
according to the Weekly Northwestern Gazette, August 15, 1845.
62 The letters are included in the collection Briefe des Appellations-Richters Niklaus Durst.
The first, written April 15, 1845, is mostly an update on friends and relatives and news in
Switzerland. The second, dated April 25, is much the same, complaining of the price of flour
and bread.
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Heinrich Lienhard, who by chance was in Galena the same days. Durst
writes that he was asked by Lienhard to tell his father, Caspar, of the
Glarus village of Bilten, that he was "quite well" but sorry for not
keeping his promise to write to him [8c]. Lienhard had been in the
United States nearly two years by that time, mostly with the Swiss
community in the Highland, Illinois area and having just returned from
the upper Mississippi River valley. In 1846, he moved on to California
and was with fellow-Swiss John A. Sutter when gold was discovered. In
later years Lienhard wrote an extensive autobiography, much of which
has been published in various books and magazines. Like Durst, he made
note of their meeting, describing the judge as "quite a pleasant, friendly,
enlightened man." However, Lienhard thought it was a mistake for Durst
and Streiff to have located the colony in the interior of Wisconsin. He
thought that they should have gone further up the Mississippi where not
only was land still available, but transportation and communication
would have been better via steamboat. Lienhard also was rather critical
of the colonists' Old World manners and appearance: "I was able to see
the men in their wide pants that reached to half a foot above their ankles;
walking about in their great, clumsy mountain shoes; old, gray puttees
wound around their legs instead of stockings; without jackets, and often
without vests; with their shirt sleeves turned up to their elbows,
displaying their sunburned arms, looking as if they were still haying in
our old Glarus mountains." 63
Durst was quite busy in Galena, arranging for temporary
accommodations for the colonists and hiring a German-speaking doctor
to tend to the sick. He also decided that some of the men should go on
foot the 60 miles to New Glarus, both to save transportation funds and to
work on additional shelter. He purchased four hams for them for
provisions [5a] and then 18 of the men left at about 4 p.m. on Tuesday,

Raymond J. Spahn, ed., New Worlds to Seek (Edwardsville, Illinois: Southern Illinois
University Press. 2000), 198-199. Lienhard, who made a substantial amount of money
during the California gold strike, traveled back to Switzerland several times - once to
accompany Sutter's wife to California, and another when he married. He returned to the
United States in 1854, living first in Madison, Wisconsin, and then settling permanently in
Nauvoo, Illinois. In retrospect his comments about the location of New Glarus proved
somewhat incorrect in that Green County farmers had an easy market at first for surplus
products and found employment in the nearby mining settlements and later in the lumber
camps that developed further north in the state. When the cheese industry developed after
the Civil War, dairy products were easily marketed via the railroads; see section on
agriculture in History of Green County, Wisconsin (Springfield, Illinois: Union Publishing
Co., 1884), 411-414.
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August 12, under the leadership of a very tired Mathias Durst. 64 With few
roads and trails, the group got lost several times but made it to Rodolf s
farm and some welcome refreshments at the end of the next day. 65
Resuming their trek on Thursday, August 14, they presumably rejoined
the established trail that passed the Rodolf farmhouse on the northeast
side of the Pecatonica River. They apparently purchased flour at a mill
along the Yellowstone River66 and finally arrived at New Glarus late in
the evening - possibly August 14 but more likely in the early hours of
Friday, August 15, which has become the traditional day marking the
arrival of the colonists. They set about excavating an area next to the few
existing shelters and built a bowery, which was later enclosed on the
sides with planks and became the temporary shelter for the colonists. 67
Back in Galena, Judge Durst was arranging for wagon teams to haul
the rest of the group and all their belongings. His notebook includes an
entry that on August 12 David Suter attested that a Jakob Rickenbacher
from Canton Basel had died August 10 and was buried August 12. He
had been a military sharpshooter in Switzerland. Later Durst added the
comment that during his journey through Basel in November,
Rickenbacher's parents were informed in writing of his death [8a, b].
The rest of the colonists arrived in New Glarus on Sunday, August
17,68 with all but the smallest and weakest taking turns walking alongside
the wagons. Three-year-old Thomas Schmid died along the way and he
was carried to the new "Heirnat", that is "home", and became the first

As if the many days of travel, often on foot, weren't enough, Mathias' Diirst's wife was
quite ill. "She appeared like a shadow," he wrote in his diary, and tearfully pleaded with him
not to leave her again. He decided he would only go on with her consent and the others
convinced her to let him go on ahead.
65 Mathias Diirst' s comments about Galena and the trek to the Rodolf farm are in his diary
published in Schelbert, New Glarus 1845-1970, 141-147. The second volume of the diary
ends abruptly as they arrive at the farm and it is not known if there ever was a third volume.
66 Mention of the flour is in John Luchsinger' s account of the founding of New Glarus and
is presumably based on someone's recollection. There was a settlement in the area of
Yellowstone, although existing maps from that era and old histories do not show a grist mill
there at that time. Perhaps the flour was from the mill at Gratiot.
67 The structure was on the site that became the pioneer cemetery, now the south lawn of
Swiss United Church of Christ. A large monument to the original pioneers was erected
adjacent to the site in 1915.
68 Over the years there has been confusion about arrival dates. Diirst clearly states [page 11
of notebook] that the main body of emigrants moved to New Glarus on August 17. The men
who walked appear to have arrived on the 15'\ which is the date used in schoolteacher
Conrad Zimmerman's history of the Town of New Glarus, published in the History of Green
County, Wisconsin, 1027. The pioneer monument, perhaps as a compromise, uses the date
August 16, 1845.
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burial there. 69 The final count showed there were 135 colonists, in 30
family groups. 70 Diirst's accounts reveal that the wagon transportation
from Galena cost about $77, which was debited to various families.
Johann Caspar Legler had a large bill, perhaps because he had been delegated to handle the baggage for the men who had gone on ahead [6a].
On August 19, Durst penned a lengthy letter to Hilarius Jenny,
president of the Emigration Society. In it he reviewed the search for the
land, the extreme difficulty in finding adequate woodlands, and the
reasoning for the final selection and why only 1,200 acres were
purchased when they apparently had authority to purchase more. He
recounted what happened to the group of colonists, implying that it
would have been better had they gone via New Orleans. He was unable
to explain why no one met the colonists on their arrival in Baltimore, but
pointed out that Wilhelm Blumer repeatedly said he would in various
letters that the men had received. He hoped that that explanation would
excuse him and Streiff from not meeting the immigrants at some point,
an expectation that was implied in the letter from Switzerland that they
had received in Mineral Point. In addition, Durst said he would have
preferred that the group had remained in St. Louis for the winter because
work would have been available there and supplies would have been
cheaper. He justified the additional expenses encountered by the
colonists and by Grob and Mathias Durst as due in part to ineffectual
communications on the frontier. With a little luck, the letter - which
Streiff also signed - would have arrived in Canton Glarus about six
weeks later. It was one of many letters saved in Switzerland and was
published in a 1995 special printing of the Yearbook of the Historical
Society of Canton Glarus. 71

History of Green County, Wisconsin (Springfield, Illinois: Union Publishing Co., 1884),
1033-1034.
70 This total differs from the commonly cited 108 for a number of reasons. Official records
show that 131 of the 193 who left Glarus as a group actually arrived at New Glarus over
several days that August. The grand total of 135 used here also includes advance man
Fridolin Streiff who stayed with the colony and three people who joined the colonists
somewhere along the way, Balthasar Schindler, his daughter, and David Schindler. Another
proof that the higher number is correct is that all of the heads of families were present to
participate in the drawing for the lots. The smaller numbers that are usually mentioned vary
because of how the compilers define "original colonists," with most not including the
families of Johann Jakob Grob, Paulus Grob, and others who didn't stay with the settlement.
On the other hand, some lists add several people who arrived in September and some
spouses and children who arrived the following year. An annotated listing of the 1845
emigrants is included in this issue of the Review.
71 Peter-Kubli. Die Welt ist hier weit. 15-23. An English translation of the letter is included
in this issue of the Review.
69
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The colonists began to settle in despite living nearly one atop another
in the crude bowery. Fridolin Becker obtained the settlement's first
chickens on August 20. Fridolin Streiff, Fridolin Hosli and Balthasar and
David Schindler purchased the first three cows and three calves on the
23rd. Although Durst doesn't say where the cattle were obtained, he did
write that he accompanied the men and that one of the cows and its calf apparently being wary of what they were getting into - "ran back on the
way" [II].
On Thursday, August 21, all of the heads of families drew lots for
their 20-acre plots. 72 Not all of the land was assigned immediately and it
was soon discovered that some of the property was not really suitable for
farming - or much else. Unclaimed plots were apportioned later as
additional immigrants arrived. Plot 26, where the initial huts and the
bowery were located, was chosen as the village center and to this day
makes up much of the central business district of New Glarus.
On August 29, additional land was purchased for the colony's
woodlots. 73 Dtirst paid $100 for the 80 acres at the land office in Mineral
Point, borrowing funds from Theodore Rodolf. Durst had the New York
firm reimburse Rodolf. The same entry notes that he "lost" $1.20 and
also purchased a map [17d]. As he was finishing up his work, Durst
wrote that he paid Fridolin Hefti somewhat more than one Rheinthaler
for transporting his and Streiff s trunks from St. Louis [17c], which the
colonists apparently chose to do once they knew where the advance men
were. And as an apparent "thank you" for the many services rendered,

Glamer Zeitung, No. 51, December 20, 1845, mentions the date of the drawing and lists
the allocation of land. Apparently Diirst took back that information when he returned to
Switzerland. The unsuitability of some of the property was a problem inherent in purchasing
one large block of land with varying attributes. Indeed, several years later, when the first
Swiss Reformed Church pastor arrived in New Glarus to tend to the colonists' spiritual
needs, he wrote back to the Emigration Society that Diirst and Streiff fulfilled their mission
too conscientiously. Had they not purchased the required compact area of land, he said, "It
would have been possible to buy the best tract, also the springs, streams, meadows and
woods. The rest, prairies, openings and rocky bluffs, no one would ever have purchased."
See English translation of letter in Wisconsin Magazine of History 18, (...): 341.
73 The land was the East 1/2 of the Southeast 1/4 of Section 27. The sale is recorded in the
Mineral Point Land Office records, Vol. 3, Folio 80. The land patent was issued in
Washington, D.C., on April 1, 1848, and can be viewed online at the Bureau of Land
Management's internet site, file number Wl 1960-048. The adjoining 80 acres to the east
was purchased later for additional woodlots and is the West 1/2 of the Southeast 1/4 of
Section 26, online file number W12020-385, issued on August 1, 1849.
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Durst and Matheus Hosli 74 purchased some brandy for "Mr. Rodolf in
Mineral Point" [17b]. On August 28, Durst loaned Balthasar Schindler
$35 and passed along the record to Streiff, who would be staying with
the colonists [17a]. Some of his fellow Diesbachers still had support
money totaling 34 Thalers, which Durst applied for them, but as a whole
they still owed the Emigration Society [27b ].

Farewell Party and More Requests

Durst' s instructions were to return to Switzerland once the colony
was established. When his notebook was rediscovered and inspected it
was found that there was a third page with a diary-like entry, describing a
farewell party held on September 1, the day he left New Glarus. In his
honor, the first butter was churned in the colony by Balthasar Schindler,
David Schindler, and Fridolin Streiff. Not only did the three men own
the cows, but they had also been selected as the "Vorsteherschaft" or
board of directors, along with Fridolin Bahler, to oversee colony affairs.
Durst wrote that the butter "was enjoyed in common" [12].
When Durst left, he carried with him numerous requests, some of
them given to him that last day. They beg the question of whether the
colonists were already lonely or whether even in their short time in
America they sensed opportunities awaiting the immigrant population:
•

•

Theodore Rudolf said that if the Swiss Confederation authorities
would like, he was ready to take up the role of consul for the
states of Michigan and Illinois and the Territories of Wisconsin
and Iowa. He thought that it would be of great advantage for
immigrants if he did so, but he would need the necessary
instructions from the Swiss government [18a]. An 1881
biography of Rodolf does not mention that this consular position
was ever attained. 75
Hilarius Wild wanted Durst to tell his cousin, council secretary
Streiff, that he should have received information about his family
from his father-in-law in Bern [18b].

The "Hosli (Hefti?)" notation in Diirst's memorandum book is probably part of the
confusion about the emigrant. Matheus Hosli from Ennetbiihl, was mistakenly listed as Hefti
in the register of emigrants published in the Glamer Zeitung on December 20, 1845. See
genealogical entry in Schelbert, New Glarus 1845-1970, 202.
75 The biography is in the History of La Crosse County, Wisconsin, 1881; reproduced by
Unigraphic, 1977.
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The map that Diirst purchased at the Mineral Point land office on Aug. 29, 1845.
Parcels marked with an "S" denoted land sold up to that point-the original
colony land, the first woodlots (Section 27), and two parcels at the upper right
that had been purchased on August 11 by Charles George, a 39-year-old
Englishman. Notes from original land surveys indicate there were remnants of an
"old Indian village" along the northern border of Section 1. (Gemeindearchiv
Schwanden [Dorfrnuseum Schwanden im Pulverturm])

•

•
•

Jost Becker of Ennenda wanted his son Fridolin to join him in
America. Also, if the children of Magdalena Zweifel came, they
should bring a hernia plaster that he had forgotten [21a].
Becker's son Fridolin did arrive in the early years of the colony
and established a large family with many descendants in the New
Glarus area today.
Balthasar Schindler wanted Durst to cordially greet someone
with the family name Zwicky in his home commune. [21 b].
Melchior Legler wanted him to write to Lieonhard Schennach in
Thusis, Canton Graubtinden, to tell Schennach where Legler was
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in America. The letter could be delivered to Mayor Fridolin
Schreiber in Thusis [27c].
Fridolin Hosli gave him a coin (one Basel Thaler) to give to his
son-in-law Nicolaus Diirst, with the wish that "he would come
with his family to him," although he did not want Nicolaus to
leave Switzerland against his will. Diirst noted later that he had
passed along the coin [5c]. The family appears to have stayed in
Switzerland.
David Schindler wanted his parents to know that while he was
still single, he was in a "steady relationship" [5d]. Indeed,
Heinrich Lienhard noted that relationship when he observed
David and Magdalena, daughter of Balthasar Schindler in
Galena, commenting on David in his autobiography: "an
energetic, intelligent young man, a draftsman, the latter of whom
seemed to be the lover of his older namesake's daughter."76 The
couple married in Galena on 1847 and apparently moved on to
California. 77
An F. Dtirst gave him letters to a Mrs. Bunz in Beislingen,
Wtirttemberg, and Georg Hitz, a book printer in Frankfurt, the
latter letter to be delivered personally along with greetings from
his aunt B. Diirst "since it interested her very much." This entry
is a puzzle, however, since there were neither an F. or B. Dtirst
among the original colonists. Apparently the judge met them
elsewhere. [25e]

Spahn. New Worlds to Seek, p. 199.
Glarus genealogical records show that David, 20, was the oldest son of another Balthasar
Schindler and Anna Maria Zweifel Schindler. That family also emigrated to America,
although David must have left first since he was trying to send back a message to his
parents. Indeed, Diirst notes that he did tell the parents. Magdelena and her father, along
with David, joined the emigrants somewhere en route - probably St. Louis or Galena, since
there is no mention of them in Mathias Diirst' s diary, he having left St. Louis to look for the
advance men. They were gone by the time of the Territorial Census in December of 1847.
There was yet a third Balthasar Schindler family that immigrated to New Glarus in the early
years. The Galena marriage date was February 17 or 18, 1847.

76

77
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Fridolin Streiff and his family in later years after they moved to Monroe. Streiff assisted
Fridolin Tschudy and then Fridolin Egger in administering the colony for the entire 10-year
period that it was under direction of the Emigration Society.

After Durst left, the colonists continued building about a dozen log
cabins before winter weather set in. 78 There were at least enough
buildings for two families per cabin. While some additional people had

78 Some histories say there were 16 cabins, but Fridolin Streiff, in his first letter to the
Emigration Society dated November 30, 1845, said 12 cabins were nearing completion. The
1846 Territorial Census, taken in June, shows that there still were only 13 households in the
colony, many obviously containing two families.
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joined the colony, several families moved away - some for the winter
and some permanently.

The Journey Home
Some histories of New Glarus, perhaps relying on recollections of
the first settlers, say that Durst was ill when he left and was "shaking
with the ague." 79 While there is no indication of that in the notebook
pages archived in Wisconsin - or even any entries about that portion of
his trip - he was indeed sick by the time he arrived in New York City.
An account of those days can be found in a collection of Durst' s letters
published in Switzerland in 2004. The collection includes a small "travel
notebook" segment from September, which perhaps was originally part
of the larger notebook. Durst left Milwaukee on September 4 on the
steamboat Constitution, going through the Great Lakes via Mackinac
Island to Buffalo, where he arrived at 11 a.m. on the 8th . He noted that
the state of Michigan, which he sailed around, seemed to be covered with
woods. In order to save money, Durst decided to take the much slower
Erie Canal back across the state of New York rather than the railroad ($4
vs. $12). 80
He arrived in New York City on September 15. The official report
on the emigration, published in Glarus in 1847, says Durst was then so ill
with a fever that he sought medical assistance. Accomodations were
provided to him by Jacob Dorler of the Bourry d'Ivernois finn until
Durst was well enough to undertake the sea voyage home.
Durst managed to send a letter to Fridolin Streiff in New Glarus on
the 16th , discussing various financial issues and his trip through
Milwaukee. While recuperating, Durst also received a letter on the 20 th
from Streiff, dated September 8. Streiff reported on several letters that he
had received and, in giving a little humor to the situation, recounted how
Heinrich Aebly, who had just joined the colony, had gone into a hut that
Mathias Hosli had built and there was loud swearing by Aebly when the
roof of hay collapsed on him. 81 Durst replied with a second letter on
September 24, saying more about his illness and detailing some money
issues.
Bingham. History of Green County, p. 249. Ague is an old word for fever and chills, often
associated with malaria.
80 The notes from Sept. 4-8 are included in the collection Briefe des Appellations-Richters
Niklaus Durst. The canal boat was aptly named Wisconsin .
81 The three letters are in the collection Briefe des Appellations-Richters Niklaus Durst.

79
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There is one notebook entry from this period, dated September 25,
showing that Durst "received from Mr. Rudolf Schlatter in Rafz for Miss
Catharina Gallati" a gold piece, 10 Gulders in value (23a). Presumably
Schlatter, from Rafa in Canton Zurich, was sending the coin to Catharina
in Canton Glarus, since Gallati is a Glarus family name.
According to his August 19 letter, Durst had planned to stop in the
Allentown area to see Frey and Blumer. He also said he would write to
the Emigration Society prior to his ship's departure. Due to his illness he
didn't visit Pennsylvania, although he did receive several letters from
Blumer. At some point Durst took time to calculate the cost of the route
the immigrants took and compare it with traveling from New York or
New Orleans, had they landed at those ports [20a, b ]. The cost per
person from New York City, via Albany and Buffalo, then through Lakes
Erie, Huron and Michigan to Milwaukee would have been $11.50, food
not included, or $2.50 less, if the Erie Canal was used rather than the
railroad. From New Orleans to St. Louis would have been just $2.50 to
$3 a person, with a hundred pounds of baggage free. The emigrants
actually paid $4 from Baltimore to Pittsburgh and $2 to St. Louis, also
including 100 pounds of free baggage. Children under age 5 were free
and those under age 11 traveled at half fare. From St. Louis to Galena,
the trip cost $1.50 and then there was the additional cost of hauling
everything the final 60 miles. Had they gone via Milwaukee there also
would have been a freight charge from there.
It probably was around this time that 12 heads of families in New
Glarus signed a letter addressed to the Emigration Society saying that
they were "content" with the work of Durst and Streiff and that the two
men had nothing to do with the difficulties that the colonists experienced
during their trip. They were pleased with the site that was selected and
said they saw nothing but "wealthy farmers" all around and felt that that
was proof the new land would supply their needs. However, they noted
that the poorer members of the group would still need some help. 82
When Durst finally sailed back to Europe, leaving October 1 or 2,
the fever returned sporadically aboard ship. In Hamburg he sought
medical attention again and received additional care from his oldest son
The undated letter, which appears to have been written by David Schindler, was
authorized by Fridolin Babier, Oswald Babier, Fridolin Hosli, Heinrich Hosli, Mathias Hosli,
Fridolin Legler Sr., Fridolin Legler Jr., George Legler, Johann Caspar Legler, Balthasar
Schindler, Mathias Schmid, and Anton Stauffacher. It is in the collection Briefe des
Appellations-Richters Niklaus Durst.
82
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Matthias and from relatives who lived there. Suddenly he has numerous
detailed entries in his notebook. On November 15 he wrote of paying in
Hamburg 13 marks for one pair of overalls, 24 Hamburg shillings for
three letters to America, and 30 shillings for one pair of rubber shoes
[21c]. On November 24 he paid the fare on the Omnibus, a horse-drawn
passenger coach, from Hamburg to Kassel. An overnight was spent in a
place he recorded as Oltau and mention is made of an expense connected
with the "transport of the trunk from Calle (Celle?) to Hanover" [21 c].
From Hanover south through Germany and on to Basel, Switzerland,
Dtirst' s trip is somewhat easier to trace due to numerous mentions of
towns along the way. On November 25 he paid "the coachman ... from
the station to the inn with (my) trunk". He again mentions payment for
transportation to Kassel [19a]. He continued:" In Hanover I had to wait
some hours for the Post and ate (breakfast coffee and supper) at the
Golden Angel" [19b]. The night of November 25 was spent in Einbeck,
where he purchased paper and buttered bread. His journey continued on
through Nordheim, Gottingen, Hannovermunde (possibly today's
Munden), and Kassel. These towns all lie on the route between Hannover
and Frankfurt. Dtirst apparently ate simply along the way - buttered
bread, coffee, warm soup and drank the occasional glass of wine or bottle
of beer [24a].
In the midst of one entry is a mention of a little gift (contents
unknown) that he was bringing back from America for H. Jenny, the
council president. The customs duty for the "small package" was 16
silver groschen [19b ].
On November 28 Diirst was in Frankfurt, where he paid "for
bringing the trunk to the inn Zur Reuss Krone" and then "to the wagoner
of the Reichskron for the trunk's transport to the railroad." In Mainz he
had lunch at the inn Rheintal. From there he boarded a steamboat to
Mannheim and then took a combination of rail and post via Freiburg to
Basel, setting foot on his native Swiss soil on either November 29 or 30
[24]. As previously mentioned, it was there that he had the unpleasant
task of notifying the Rickenbachers of their son's death.
From Basel to his Glarner homeland, there are no additional entries.
Dtirst arrived home on Tuesday, December 2, healthy and warmly
greeted by his fellow countrymen. 83 While there is no notation in his
While the 1847 official report says Diirst was back home on Dec. 15, the Glamer 7-eitung
No. 49 of Saturday, December 6, 1845, contains an article on p.2 reporting that Diirst arrived
on Tuesday, December 2. The paper said that in deference to Diirst it could only say that the
emigrants arrived at the colony land after a difficult trip, but that their situation was
improving and, because of readers' great interest in the emigration, more details would be

83
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account book, the rules for the emigration stated that he was to be paid
one "thaler" a day plus expenses until he returned. 84
Within a few days the bi-weekly newspaper at Glarus published an
extensive account of the search for land and the emigration, including
what happened to each of the 193 people who had left Switzerland
together that spring and a list of lots that were assigned at New Glarus.
Durst was undoubtedly the source of most of the information. 85
In the years following more Swiss immigrated to Green County and
the colony centered at New Glarus grew slowly but steadily - at first
under the watchful eye of the homeland and then after 1855 as a truly
American ethnic community. Some of the early years were difficult and
there was occasional dissension and dissatisfaction with the leadership
here and in Switzerland. But over time the community as a whole
prospered and in the first part of the 20th century the region was one of
the richest farming areas in "America's Dairyland." All of the land
purchased by the Emigration Society was sold to the immigrants at the
same $1.25 an acre price, with the final transfers in 1855/56. Today the
Village of New Glarus comprises a large part of the 1,200 acres of
colony land that Durst and Streiff purchased. The rest, in the
unincorporated Town of New Glarus, is a mix of larger home lots and
farmland. The forest land became narrow strips of private woodlots for
many years and is just west of the New Glarus Woods State Park, south
of the village along Wisconsin Highway 69. In Switzerland, as the
Glarners looked back on the whole experience, a comment in an 1850
letter from the Swiss Church pastor in New Glarus probably made Durst
and the others of the Emigration Society board content since it stated
that, despite ongoing disputes over whether some funds were donations
or loans: "You can give yourselves complete satisfaction over the fact
that the 60 to 70 Glarus families transplanted here are in comfortable
circumstances, confidently looking to the future for themselves and their
loved ones. " 86

reported shortly.
84 A letter to Durst from Hilarius Jenny of the Emigration Society, dated December 29, 1845,
lists a payment of 691 Franks for 256 days plus a bonus of 110 francs . The letter is part of
Briefe des Appellations-Richters Niklaus Durst.
85 Glamer Zeitung, No. 51, December 20, 1845. The register of what happened to each of
the 193 emigrants was kept by Paulus Grob, brother of John Jacob Grob, one of the two men
in charge of the emigrants. Diirst took the record, or a copy of it, when he returned to
Switzerland.
86 Streissguth. Wisconsin Magazine of History, 18, 342.
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In what may be a final example of Durst' s thriftiness, he used some
remaining space in the notebook for several memos in the years after bis
return to Glarus. On June 30, 1847, he noted that he received money for
a transaction involving a saw mill near Betschwanden. Another entry
mentions that he paid a bill to a fruit merchant in Glarus [7b, c]. On June
1, 1849, he was in Zurich and purchased items for "9 batzen" and then "l
B.B. Thaler." [13]. And a fmal note about America - how Captain John
Sutter' s wife was going to the gold fields in California - also is
mysteriously in bis memorandum book [23b]. 87

Heinrich Lienhard authored a series of articles "Schilderungen aus Kalifornien"
(Description of California) in the Glamer Zeitung late in 1849 in issues 95-99, apparently
when he had returned to Switzerland to take Mrs. Sutter to her husband. It includes
descriptions of geography, people, New Helvetia, and his journey home via the isthmus of
Panama. The series, which the newspaper ran in part "to strike down exaggerated hopes" of
instant riches, may have prompted Diirst's note.

87
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Editors' Note: For years Diirst's notebook has been archived at the
Wisconsin State Historical Society in Madison. After Robert Elmer
inspected it he provided a copy to Leo Schelbert who transcribed the
difficult to read text and translated it literally. Urspeter Schelbert then
revised the transcription, and the translation was adapted to his
emendations. Italic numbers were added to each entry in the English
translation for reference from the accompanying article on Durst' s trip to
the United States.
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Erkundigungen einzuziehen in
Amerika: ltens) wegen Doctoren
Blumer u. Luchsinger

1a To get information in
America concerning Doctors
Blumer and Luchsinger

2) Der Brief an Vetter
Jacob Schindler in Neuyork
zu siegeln u. ihm pr.
Postzuzusenden, nothigenfalls zu francieren, u.
ihm sagen, respt. schreiben,
er solle an mich, zu Handen
der Seinigen verstandlich
[evumstandlich]
schreiben, u. diesen Brief,
welcher er an mich schreibt,
falls grobes Papier sein
sollte, abschreiben auf
feines, u. wenn moglich
genaue Erkundigungen
Uber ihn einzuziehen.

lb 2) The letter to relative
Jacob Schindler in New York
to seal and to him per
mail to send, if needed
to pay the postage and
to tell him, respectively write
he should, care of me,
to his people understandably
write, and that letter
which he writes to me
in case it were rough paper
to copy onto a
fine one, and if possible
detailed information
to get about him.

3) Im Auftrag v. Martj
Glarner, Uber die Amalia
Streif doch genaue
Erkundigungen einzuziehen.
1837 soll sie in Orleans gewesen
sein, jezt sei sie in LUs [?]
im Staate Ohio.
[Fast nicht leserliche Seite]
[1)4) Im Auftrag von
[2]?? Eisen? A? Luch?
[3] ? ? erkundigen
[4] ??
[5] ??
[6] ??
[7] ?? der Wittwe
[8] Sara Schindler ?
[9] Tochtermann ?
[10) u. dessen Frau Salome
[11) Schmid ? ?
[12) von Lagler?
[13) richtern die? ?
[14) ? ? Daniel
[15) Schuler? ?
[16) ? ? bezeugen
[ 17) Adressen zu besorgen
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1c 3) In behalf of Marti
Glarner about Amalia
Streif to get detailed
information. In 1837
is supposed to have been in
Orleans,
now she is supposed to be in LUs[?]
in the State of Ohio.

2a [2/14] [page mostly illegible]
4) On behalfof
...iron .. . A ...Luch
... get infomation

.. of the widow
Sara Schindler ...
daughter' s husband ...
and of his wife Salome
... Schmid
from Lagler [?]
... Daniel
Schuler
... to attest. ..
to get addresses
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6) Im Auftrag v. Hr. Rathshr.
Heinrich Jenny in Ennenda soll
ich mich erkundigen, ob
Mr. James Hall in
Allentoun allda tatsachlich
sich authalte? Antw. ja.

2b 6) On behalf of Mr. Councilman
Heinrich Jenni in Ennenda I am
to inquire whether
Mr. James Hall in
Allentown there indeed
is living? Answer [is] yes.

In Newjorck sollen wir nicht
bei Ernst Rowald Gasthaus
zur Stadt Baltimore, sondern
zurn Freischiitz, Gastgeber
Schwarz, No. 161 WaBingthon StraBe einkehren. [mit Tinte
nachgeschrieben]

3a In New York we shall not
with Ernst Rowald, inn Stadt
Baltimore, but
at the Freischiitz innkeeper
Schwarz, No. 161 Washington Street take lodging.[with ink, later
writing]

In St. Glar, 5 Meilen v. St.
Louis ostlich, soll ein St. Galler
mit Namen Ledergarber sein,
welcher allda auch ein
Colonist oder Landwirth sein
soll, gebtirtig v. St. Fiden

4a In St. Clair 5 miles from St.
Louis eastward a St. Galler
with the name of Ledergarber
who is there also a
colonist or farmer
is supposed to hail from St. Fiden

Adressen v. Chrisoph Wagner
In Philipsburg v. Wirtemberg
bei Hr. Johann Georg Wagner
in Beaver Couty.

4b Addresses of Christoph Wagner
Philipsburg from. Wtirttemberg
with Mr. Johann Georg Wagner
in Beaver County

Herren Bourry de Jvernois at
Pearl Street No. 127, New Jork.
oder No 80 Beawer Street

4c Messr. Bourry de Ivernois
Pearl Street No. 127 New York
Or No. 80 Beaver Street

Herm Oscar Zollikofer
Hr. Kaufmann Sand Neuyork.
Stone Street No. 59. oder auch
No. 11 South Williams Street.

4d Mr. Oscar Zollik:ofer
Mr. Kaufmann Sand Newyork
Stone Street No. 59. or also
No. 11 South Williams Street.

1845 Augst 1 lten
4 Schinken a 9½ Sent
Betragen

5a 1845 August 11th
4 hams at 9V2 cent
amount to

lb. 41 ¼
Doll. 4 10 Sent

Bei Hr. Burgermeister Muralt
in Zurich konn ich erfahren,
wo Hr. Frantz Rodolf v.
Mineral Point sich
authalte.

pd41¼
Doll.4 10 S

5b From Mr. Mayor Muralt
in Zurich I could learn
where Mr. Franz Rodolf of
Mineral Point was
staying
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1845 Sept. lten tibergab mir Mstr.
Fridolin Hosli v. Diesbach zu
handen seinem Tochtermann
Nicolaus
Durst l B. B. Thl. mit dem
Wunsche, es mochte derselbe mit
seiner Famille zu ihm kommen,
doch wolle er ihn nicht gegen
seinen Willen haben u. griillt
sie alle herzlich
(hab es ihm gutgeschrieben)

5c 1845 Sept 1st I received from Mr.
Fridolin Hosli of Diesbach
for his daughter's husband Nicolaus
Durst 1 piece B[asel] Thaler with the
wish he would come with
his family to him
yet he did not want to have him
against
his will and was greeting
them all cordially
(I have credited him)
5d Mr. David Schindler told me that he,

Hr. David Schindler sagte mir daB er
in Bezug seines ledigen oder nicht
ledigen Standes, dato in nlirnlichem
Verhliltnis sich befinde, wie zu
Hause, welches ich seinen Eltem
sr. Zeit mochte bekant machen.
datum ut supra

as concerned his single or not
single status, to date in a steady
relationship was living as at
home which his parents
I might tell in time.
Done as above

An das Fuhrgeld bezahlte

6a Paid to the wagon transport cost

a.) Johann Caspar Legler
b.) David Schindler
c.) Anton Stauffacher
d.) Jacob Stauffacher
e.) Heinrich Stauffacher
f.) Abr. Schindler
g.) Frid. Hosli
h.) Hill. Wild
i.) Matheus Hosli
k.) Frid. Becker, Gold
1.) Gebr. Streif
Oswald Bahler
Gebr. Streif noch

Dollars
28

6
4
4
3

5
6
5
6
8
2½
8

a.) Johann Caspar Legler
b.) David Schindler
c.) Anton Stauffacher
d.) Jacob Stauffacher
e.) Heinrich Stauffacher
f.) Abraham Schindler
g.) Fridolin Hosli
h.) Hilarius wild
i.) Matheus Hosli
k.) Fridolin Becker, gold
I.) Brothers Streif
Oswald Bahler
Brothers Streif still

Dollars
28

6
4
4
3

5
6
5
6
8
2½
8

40 S. SFrankensttick [?]
obiges ist alles verrechnet

40 Swiss Sfrank piece [?]
the above has all been charged

Mathias Schmid v. Nittfuhren
ist verrechnet
4 Stck [?] Th.

la Mathias Schmid from Nidfurn 4
has been charged to account
St. [?]

1847
Juni den 30ten Empfang ich von Tit.
Hr. Rathshr. Caspar Jenny in Enenda
namens der loblj. StraBen-

lb 1847
June 30th I receive from Hon.
Mr. Councilman Jenni in Ennenda
in the name of the Honorable Road
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Comission als Entschlidigung
Der mir bei der Saagen in Dom [?]
v. der Bettschwanden Seite her
abgeschnittenen Zufuhr an
f 100
baar lt. Ubereinkunft

Commission as indemnity
for the at the saw mill in Dom [?]
from the direction of Bettschwanden
cut off conveyance
in cash according to agreement
flOO

dato bezahle der Frau von
Fruchthlindler Friederich Heer
in Glarus zuhanden der
Firma H. Dinner auf
Rechnung an baar 35 Stck [Stiick ?]
B.B. Thaler thund M. F. 94.30

7c On this date I pay the wife of
fruit merchant Friedrich Heer
in Glarus for the
Firm H. Dinner according to the
bill in cash 35 silver thalers [?]
B. B Thaler make M . F. 94:30

Adressen an Hr. Georg Ruch in
Neu Jorck
Ms. Georg Rusch
Greenwich Street No 122
Neu Yorck

7d Addresses to Mr. Georg Ruch in
New York
Ms. Georg Rusch
Greenwich Street No. 122
New York

Jakob Rickenbacher
ab dem Apperrohr
bey Zegligen
Kanton Basellandschaft
gestorben den 10. August
begraben den 12ten --

Ba Jakob Rickenbacher
from the Apperrohr
near Zegligen
Canton Baselland
died August 10
buried the 12th --

1845

Er diente als Scharfschilze
unter dem Battaillon
des Hr. Oberst Leuttenegger
bezeugt vom David Suter
Oran[? ev. Aran] den 12. August

1845

He served as sharpshooter
under the Batallion
of the Mr. Colonel Leutenegger
attested by David Suter
Oran [perhaps Aran] August 12
1845

1845
in Galena Illinois
1845
Nov. den 30 bei meiner Durchreise <lurch
Basel
den Eltem von obigem Jakob
Rickenbacherschriftlich
Mitheilung gemacht.

in Galena lliinois
Bb 1845
Nov. 30 on my journey through
Basel
the parents of the said Jacob
Rickenbacher in writing
were informed.

In Gallena babe ich von Gmdrt.? Ge [?]
Heinrich
Lienhard Caspar v. Bilten ganz wohl
getroffen
und zwar den 13t Augst 45 u. er
sei mit dem Vatter nicht

Be In Galena I have from Gmdrt.[?] Ge
[?] Heinrich
Lienhard Caspar von Bilten quite well
encountered
and that is on August 13th [18]45, and he
was with his father not
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zufrieden, daB er ihrn nie
geschrieben u. sein Versprechen
nicht gehalten.

content that he had never to him
written and his promise
not kept.

In St. Louis sind folgende Gegenstiinde
einzuk:aufen als
Schunken [?] ca. 50
Salz[?] lb ca. 600 3 fasly
4 Stck Eisenmarken [?]
1 Ankenkiibel[?]
1 Kistchen WeiBblach
1/2 Tafel Kupferbliich
wegen einem Ofen erkundigen

9a In St. Louis are the following objects
to be purchased as
slabs [?] ca. 50
salt [?] pounds 600 3 small vats
4 pieces iron marks [?]
1 butter vat [?]
1 small box white tin
1/2 sheet of copper tin
about a stove to inquire

Eine americ. Ruthe enthiilt 161/2 FuB
der FuB ist beiliiufig dem unsrigen
gleich
1 Juchert (Acre) Land enthiilt 160 a
Ruthen, dieses betriigt FuB 43600
macht unsrige Klafter a 49 FuB
889:39 FuB

9b One American rod contains 16½

oder daB
a 36 FuB - - 1211 Klafter 4 FuB

or that
a 36 feet - - 1211 Klafter 4 feet

Die Rechnung von Schwager
M. Kundert gegen Hr. Imboden
d . d. 18 Juny 1845 ist
von ihrn quittiert.

9c The bill of brother-in-law
M. Kundert for Hr. Imboden
dated 18 June 1845 has been
receipted by him.

1845 Julj, den 17t haben wir fiir den
lobl.
Auswanderungsverein des Kantons
Glarus
auf dem Landoffice in Mineral Point
WiBconsi Teritori 1200 zwolfhundert
Acre Land u. zwar im Green
Counte Township 4 Range 7 um
den Staatspreis niimlich pr. Acre
a 1 1/4 Dollars gekauft u. diese
die niichst folgenden Tage durch den
LandmeBer Comfort auszumeBen &
in 60 Lotten (Theile) eintheilen laBen
welchen wir pr Tag 3 Dollar Lohn
bezahlen miissten.

10 1845 July 17th we purchased for the
Hon. Emigration Society of the
Canton
Glarus at the land office in Mineral
Point
Wisconsin Territory 1200 twelve
hundred
acres land and that in Green
Counte Township 4 Range 7 for
the State price, namely per acre
at 1 1/4 dollars, and these
the following days by the
landsurveyor Comfort have measured out
& divided into 60 lots (parcels)
whom we had to pay per day 3 dollars
wage.
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Sontags, den 20 t. dieB sind Hr. Friederich
Streif & ich selbst mit unserem
derzeitigen
Fuhrmann Hr. Friederich Rudolf v. Zurzach
(Schweiz) auf unserer Colonie Neuglarus
eingezogen u. habn an diesem Tage
die 1ste Arbeit an unserem Paraken
vorgenohrnen, daB 1ste Feuer allda
angemacht, die 1sten Speisen genoBen
daB 1ste Brod durch mich gebacken u.
zum 1st. Mal allda geschlafen u.
an diesem Tage hat obiger Hr.
Rodolf uns 1 Ladung Lumber
od. Bretter bei eiirer Saagmiihli
geholt. Hr. Frey unser Mitarbeiter
welcher inzwiischen von uns von
Mineral Point nach Como in
Illinois in der Beglaubigung die
Emmegranten seien dort dieselben
in Empfang zu nehrnen u. auf
die Collonie zu begleiten, verreiste, dann
aber am 22t. dieB mit der fur
uns betriibenden Nachricht zuriick, er habe auch dort ander
Emegranten
noch Briefe v. Hr. Se.[?]. H. Blumer
recht [?] W. H. Blumer getroffen und
erhalten
in denn folgenden Tagen nachdem Hr.
Frey zuriick gekehrt war, haben wir dann
wie oben bemerkt, nur das Land
zumeBen und vertheilen laBen u. am
6 t. August verreiBte derselbe dann
nach Hause. Am 8 t. dieB kamen
dann auf eine fur uns liusserst auffallende Weise 2 Manner von den
Emegranten P. Grob u. M. Diirst u.
brachten uns dann die erfreuliche
N achricht,
dass die Emegranten / auf wir schon so
lange harrten / schon vor einigen
Tagen / in St. Louis angekommen waren
I u. auf uns harrten, sie seien
v. denselben ausgeschickt und uns (da
sie namentlich vemohrnen, wir seien
Tod)

49

Sunday, the 20th inst. Mr. Friedrich
Streif & I myself with our
present
wagoner Mr. Friedrich Rodolf of Zurzach
(Switzerland) have on our Colony New
Glarus moved in and have on this day
the 1st work on our barracks
undertaken, the 1st fire there
kindled, the first food taken,
the 1st bread baked by me and
the 1st time slept there and_
on this day the above mentioned Mr.
Rodolf has fetched us 1 load of lumber
or boards at your sawmill.
Mr. Frey our co-worker
who meanwhile departed from us
from Mineral Point to Como in
Illinois in the belief the
emigrants were there to
receive them and to
accompany them to the colony, then
however on the 22nd inst. with the for
us sad news returned
that he had also there neither
emigrants
nor letters from Mr. Se. H. Blumer
right W. H. Blumer encountered.
11 During the following days after Mr.
Frey had returned, we then had,
as mentioned above, only the land
apportioned and distributed and on
August 6th he then returned
home. On the 8th inst. came
then for us in an most striking
manner 2 men from the
emigrants P. Grob and M. Diirst and
brought us then the most welcome news
that the emigrants / for whom we had
waited so long already / [/ insert] already
some days ago/ in St. Louis had arrived/
[/ insert] and
were waiting for us, they had been
sent out by them and (since
they had actually heard that we were
dead)
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aufzusuchen bis sie Nachricht von uns
haben etc. Morgen, den 9 ten reiste ich
dann mit ihnen zurtick, uns die
Emegranten in St. Louis in Empfang
zu nehmen, allein den 11 ten die8
begegneten uns dieselben schon in
Gallena
mu8ten da wegen dem Tims Fuhren
ein paar Tage warten. so da8 wir
dann mit den Emegranten erst den 17 t.
auf
der Colonie einziehen konnten
den 20 t die8 wurde v. dem Emegrant
Frid. Becker v. Ennenda die lsten
Hennen
gekauft u. dahin gebracht u.
den 23t. v. d. Hr. Balthasar u. David
Schindler
v. Mollis, / Frid Streif v. Schwanden / u.
Fridolin Hosli V.
Die8bach die lsten 3 Kiihe u. 3 Klilber
gekauft u. auch <lurch dieselben u.
mich selbst auf die Colonie gebracht
Eine v. diesen Kiihen u. 1 Kalb sind zwar
auf dem Weg zuriick geloffen
Josua Frey u. Fridolin Streif u auch .M.
Durst

to search us out until they would have
from us news etc. In the morning, the 9th
I traveled then back with them, to receive
for us the emigrants in St. Louis,
yet on the 11th inst.
they met up with us already in
Galena,
had to wait there due to the wagon teams
for a few days. So that we
then with the emigrants only on the 17th
could move into the colony.
On the 20th inst. by the emigrant
Fridolin Becker of Ennenda the 1st
chickens
were bought and brought to here and
the 23rd by Messr. Balthasar and David
Schindler
of Mollis. I Fridolin Streif of Schwanden
[/ insert] and Fridolin Hosli of
Diesbach were the 1st 3 cows and 3 calfs
bought and also by them and
myself brought to the colony.
One of these cows and one calf, however,
ran back on the way.
Josua Frey and Fridolin Streif and also
M. Durst

und den lten Sept. als am Tage
meiner Abreise v. d. Colonie
wurde <lurch d. Hren. B. und D.
Schindler
v. Mollis u. Fr. Streif v.
Schwanden zu meiner Ehre
die lste Butter gemacht,
welcher von uns gemeinschaftlich
in frohem Kreise geno8en.

12 and on Sept. 1 on the day
of my departure from the colony
was by Messr. B. and D.
Schindler
from Mollis and Fridolin Streif from
Schwanden in my honor
the first butter made
which by us was together
in joyful community consumed

1849 Junj den lten bezahlte ich
in Zurich beim Zahler [?]
9 Batzen
dato noch - 4 d.
dato dem Nuscheler [?] 1 B. B. Thaler

13 1849 June the 1st I paid
in Zurich at Zahler [?]
9 batzen
dato still -4
dato to Nuscheler [?] 1 B.B thaler

/ 1845 Merz den 7ten Empfangen wir v.
Hren Jenny u. Blumer in
Schwanden namens des Glarnerischen

14a 1845 March 7th we receive from
Messrs. Jenny and Blumer in
Schwanden in the name of the Glarnese
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Auswanderungsvereins

F 300

Emigration Society

F300

Maj den lten namens obigem Hause
u. zu handen dem obigen
Verein american. Dollars
500
von Hr. Dorrler [?] in Neujorck
Julj den 11 vom obigen Hr. namens
obigerem Hause u. zuhanden
dem obigen Verein durch
daB Haus Lloyd u. Carter
in Gallena Dollar 3000
an obigen Lloyid u. Carter
1 proz. Auswechsel bezahlt 30
blieb $ 2970 2970: / [/ andere Tinte]

14b May 1st in the name of the above firm
and for the above
Society American dollars
500
from Mr. Dorrler [?] in New York
July 11 from the above House in the
Name of the above Firm for the
above Society by
the Firm Lloyd and Carter
in Galena dollars 3000
to the above Schmid and Carter
1 percent exchange cost paid 30
remained $ 2970 2970.

1845 April lten
gab Hr. u. Frau Durst
in Hamburg
5 Ducaten oder
40 Marek curant.

14d 1845 April 12th
I gave Mr. and Mrs. Durst
in Hamburg
5 Ducats or
40 mark current [exchange rate]

1845 May 29ten babe ich die bei uns
habenden amer. Bohnen [unsicher:
Fohren] in dem
Wald, am IllinoisfluB bei
Hennepin ausgelesen u. diese
sind v.d- s. g. n .. HoniglooguB
der Baum, von welchem ich
diese aufgelesen, war ca.
1 FuB dick u. ziemlich hoch u.
schlankes Laubholz.
Allda hab ich auch mehrere
5 bis 6 FuB dicke Illinen
u. NuBbaume gesehen u.
eine groBe Schildkrotte
am Ufer des gedachten
FluBes.

15a 1845 May 29th I have the in my
possession American beans
[which] in the
forest on the Illinois River
near Hennepin [I] selected and these
are of the so-called honey locust
The tree from which
I have gathered these was ca.
1foot thick and quite high and
slim deciduous wood.
There too I have seen several
5 to 6 feet thick Illinen
and nut trees and
a large tortoise
at bank of the said
river.

In Mount Carroll im nordlichen
Illinois ist eine Mehlrntihle
mit 4 paar Steinen, welche
wens sein muB in 24 Stunden
600 Puschel Waizen mahlt
wovon es 120 Saschen Mehl
jedes zu 200 lb gewohnlich
gibt, u. solche Mtihlen
sollen in America noch

15b In Mount Carroll in northern
Illinois is a flour mill
with four pair of stones which,
if it has to be, in 24 hours
grinds 600 bushels of wheat
from which 120 tloursacks result,
each at usually 200 pds.
and such mills
are supposedly in America
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mehrere sein, die8e ist 4 Stock
hoch in diesem Verhaltnill ist
auch der Umfang und soil samt
auch der Einrichtung 5000 Dollar
gekostet haben.

several, this one is 4 stories
high and in that proportion
is also the circumference and with
also the instalment 5000 dollars is
supposed to have cost.

22 Meilen nordlich von Buffalo
zwilschen dem Erie See u.
Ontario
See im NiagarafluB,
ist ein 160 Fu8 hoher
WaBerfall

16a 22 miles north of Buffalo
between Lake Erie and
Lake Ontario
in the Niagara river
is a 160 feet high
waterfall

und 6 Meilen v. Buffalo
ostlich ist eine schweizer-deutsche
Colonie, gro8artig, von
sehr gilnstigem Erfolg seit 2 Jahren
betrieben
von ihnen. Da8 Land, 5000 Ackre,
haben sie v. Indianem
gekauft u. wilrde ihnen
jezt schon (*2/3 * [*gestrichen])
2Mal mehr
als dern Ankauf gelten.

16b and 6 miles from Buffalo
to the east is a Swiss German
Colony splendidly
with very good success for 2 years
managed
by them. The land, 5000 acres,
they have from Indians
purchased and would for them
now already (*2/3* [*crossed out]) twice
more
than at purchase be worth.

Maj den 14ten abends 9 Uhr fuhren wir
mit dem Dampfschiff Bunker Hill
v. Buffalo weg nach Troj [?]
jnzwilschen narnlich Morgen den 15
abends 5 Uhr muBten wir
in dem v. Buffalo 160 Meilen
entfemten Ort Infahrbort oder
teutsch Schoner Hafen landen u.
alllda ilbemachten. Den folgenden
Morgen
16ten / 6 Uhr fuhren wir da wieder weg
nach Cleveland 30 Meilen
v. Schaner Hafen all wo wieder
Gefiille halber gelandet.
Diese beiden lezten. Orte liegen
in Ohio am Eriesee hier
kanten am Platz [?] vom Land
her, welcher ClevelandfluB
genannt wird.

16c May the 14th in the evening 9
o'clock
we went with the steamboat Bunker Hill
from Buffalo away to Troy [?]
meanwhile namely in the morning the
15th, in the evening we had to land
in the from Buffalo 160 miles
distant place Infahrbort [Fairport] or
in German Schaner Hafen and
there pass the night. The following
morning 16th/ 6 o'clock we left from
there again for Cleveland 30 miles
from Schoner Hafen where again
because of rapids [we] landed.
These two last places lie
in Ohio at the Lake Erie here
known place [?] from the land
side which Clevelandflu8.
is called.

1845 Augst den 28ten gab ich dem

17a 1845 August 28 I gave
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Hr. Balthasar Schindler von Mollis
dato auff der Colonie Neuglarus
Lehensweise bis zu meiner Abreise
35 amer. Dollars
Obige 35 Doll. mit Frid. Streif namens
obigem Schindler verrechnet

Mr. Balthasar Schindler of Mollis
at present in the Colony New Glarus
lending wise until my departure
35 American dollars.
The above dollars with Frid. Streif
Debited to the above Schindler.

am 26ten bezahlt fiir obigen Matheus
Hosli [Hefti?] fiir den u. mich selbst
bringen
Batz [unsicher] fiir etwas Mittag 20 Fr.
17 fiir Schnaps zu Hr. Rodolf
in Mineral Point

17b On the 26th paid for above Matheus
Hosli [Hefti?]and for myself to
bring
Batz [?] fiir etwas mittag 20 Fr.
17 for brandy for Mr. Rodolf
in Mineral Point.

Ditto [?] bezahle an Fr. Hefti v. Ennenda
welcher an Fr. Streif und mir die
Koffer von St. Louis bis Mineral
Point gefiihrt Pracht 1 r thl, 95

17cAlso pay to Fridolin Hefti ofEnnenda
who for Fr. Streif and myself
the trunk from St. Louis to Mineral
Point has transported Freight 1 r th 95.

Filr 1 Brief v. Bouri de
Ivemois datto bis hier auf dem Landofice in
Mineral Point filr
80 acre Wald a 1 1/4 Do
mit Dollar 100
Geld verlust ...
welches ich von Hr. Theodor
Rodolf entlehnte u.
ihm an Hr. Bourri de
Ivemois angewiesen
nacher bezahlte fiir 1 Karte

J7dFor 1 letter of Bourri de
lvemois from there to here
on the Land Office in
Mineral Point for
80 acres forest at 1 1/4 dollars
with Dollars 100
Money lost ...
- 1:20 St
101-20
which I from Mr. Theodor
Rodolf borrowed and
had him to Mr. Bourri de
Ivemois directed.
Later I paid for a map.

1845. Augst. den 29. erklarte
mir Hr. Theodor Rodolf in
Mineral Point, daB er bereit
seie, wenn er der Eidgenossenschaft
conveniere, hier im
Westen die Consullatstelle zu iibemehmen
welches in vielfacher Beziehung
fiir die Emegranten von
grossem Nuzzen sein konnte
u. welches ich sehr wiinschte.
Er wiirde diese Stelle iibemehmen,
fiir die 2 Staadten MichiganIllinois, Jowa u. Wisc.

18a 1845. August 29 told
me Mr. Theodor Rodolf in
Mineral Point that he was ready,
if it should be agreeable to the
Confederation, here in
the West to take over the Consular
position
which in many respects
for the emigrants could be of
great advantage
and which I would wish very much.
He would take over this position
for the 2 States MichiganIllinois, Iowa and Wisc.

10

- 1:20 St
101-20
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Territory. Immerhin miisst
ihm v. d. h. Tagsazung die
ni:ithigen Instruktionen
ertheilt werden.

Territory. However he would need
from the Honorable Diet the
necessary instructions
to be given.

Im auftrag v. Hillarius Wild
soll ich dem Vetter Ratshr. Streif
sagen, er soll <loch darfiir sorgen,
daB er etwas von seinem
Schwechervatter v. Bern erhalte,
wens mi:iglich sei, u. ob
sie keine Nachricht v. ihm
erhalten haben u. bei seinem
Vatter soll er schaun <lass er v.
ihm u. v. Tagwen
das bestimmte erhalte.

18b On the request of Hillarius Wild
I am to tell cousin Council Secretary
Streif that he should make sure
that he receive from his
father-in-law of Bern,
if it were possible, and if
they had not received news
from him and with his
father he should make sure that
from him and from Tagwen he receive
the agreed upon.

1845
Ausgaben
Nov. 25 bezahle dem Kutschermenschen,
welcher mich von dem Bannhof
ins Wirtshaus samt Kofler
6G
Postgeld von hier nach Cassel
5Thl6g6Pf

19a 1845
Expenditures
Nov. 25 I pay the coachman
who [brought] me from the station
to the inn with trunk
6G
Post money from here to Cassel
5Thl6G6Pf

fur Ubergewicht
1 "9" 7
In hier (Hanover) muBte
ich einige Stunden warten auf
die Post u. zehrte beim
goldenen Engel (Peters)
1g
Friihstiick Kaffe u. Abendessen
Den 26t In Einbeck [?] in der Nacht
zehrt []) fur *Caffe* [*gestrichen]Bier
u. Buttbr.
6
do In N [G?]ordheim fur Kaffe
4
6
do in Gi:ittingen fur Friihstiick
do in Hannovermiinde 1 wenig
Butterbrod u. 1 w.Supe
3
do in Cassel auf dem Zollamt fur Hr. Ratshr. Jennis
Packli Zoll bezahlt 16 1/2 Silbergroschen u. fur die Gummi
Schu 1 solcher, u. dem
Knecht von Zollamt
fur die Kofler zur Krone
hinbringen 5 solche Groschen.
Im Gasthaus zur Krone
fur ein sehr einfaches Nachtessen

19b for overweight
1 "9" 7
In here (Hanover) I had
to wait some hours for
the Post and consumed at
lg
the Golden Angel (Peters)
breakfast coffee and supper.
The 26 in Einbeck [?] in the night
paid [?] for *coffee* [*crossed out] beer
and butterbread
6
the same in Nordheim for Coffee
4
the same in Gi:ittingen for breakfast 6
the same in Hannovermiinde 1 little
butterbread a 1 warm soup
3
the same in Cassel at customs
for Mr. Council Secretary Jenni's
small package paid 16 1/2 silver
groschen and for the rubber
shoes 1 such and to the
servant of the customs office
for the trunk to the Krone
to be brought 5 such groschen.
In the inn Zur Krone
for a very simple supper
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2g

Unsere Emegranten haben in America
pr. Persohn furs Fahren samt 1 Zantner
Gepack gekostet, was folgt
a) von Baltimor bis Pizburg
4 Dollar
b) v. Bizburg bis St. Louis
2ad
c) v. St. Louis bis Gallena
l½ad
ohne speis
7½d

20a Our emigrants have in America
pr. person for the ride incl. 1
hundredweight baggage cost as follows
a) from Baltimore to Pittsburgh 4 dollars
b) from Pittsburgh to St. Louis
2 ad
c) from St. Louis to Galena
1½ a d
without food
7½ d

d) v. Gallena bis auf die
Colonie Neuglarus p. Persohn od. 1
Zantner 94 St
pr 1 Zant. Gewicht u. pr. Persohn
zu 1 Zantner gerechnet
fur die tibergewicht mussten sie
pr. Zantner durchwegs bis nach
Gallena 94 Dollars bezahlen

d) from Galena to the
Colony New Glarus per person or 1
hundredweight 94 St
per 1 hundredw. weight and per person
per 1 hundredweight figured
for the overweight they had
per hundredweight all the way to
Galena to pay 94 Dollars

Kinder unter 5 Jahr frei u. tiber 11
Jahr 2 ftir Eins
Von Neualign bis St. Louis kostet
jede Persohn furs fahren tiber den
Mississipi hinauf 2 1/2 bis 3 Dollars
Gepack 1 Zantner frey.

Children under 5 years free and over 11
years 2 for one.
From New Orleans to St. Louis costs
for each person for transport up the
Mississippi 2 1/2 to 3 dollars
baggage 1 hundredweight free

Von Neuyork bis Allbany pr.
50.
Persohn furs fahren
v. Allbani bis Buffalo tiber
den Kanal
2:50
pr. Eisenbahn in? [unleserlich] Tagen
5 Doll.
v. Buffalo tiber die 3 See
Erie, Huron, u.
Michigan See bis Millwauki
6:
oder Chigago
Speis liberal nicht eingerechnet

20b From New York to Albany per

1845 Sept. lten sagte mir Jost
Becker, Ennenda, er wtinsche da£
sein Sohn Friderick [? or Fridolin?] zu
ihnen
kommen mochte, u. soll dann v.
d. Magdalena Zweifel aus der
Prehsi [?] 1 Hafeli Bruch Pflaster
bringen,
well er es vergessen babe

21a 1845 Sept. 1 told me Jost
Becker, Ennenda, he wishes that
his son Friderick [or Fridolin ?]
to them
shall come, and those of
the Magdalena Zweifel from
Prehsi [?] shall bring 1 small container
hernia plaster since he had forgotten it.

person for transport
from Albany to Buffalo via
the canal
per railroad in [?] days
5 Dollars
from Buffalo via the Lakes
Erie, Huron, and
Lake Michigan to Milwaukee
or Chicago
Food everywhere not included
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den Hr. Tagwens Zwicki soil ich im
namens von Hr. Balthasar Schindler
besuchen und ihn herzlich griH3en.

21b Mr. Tagwens Zwicki I shall in
the name of Balthasar Schindler
visit and greet him cordially.

1845 Nov. d. 15ten bezahle in Hamburg
fur 1 paar Uberhosen [?]
13 Marek
curant (a 10 Bazen per Marek)
f. 7:16

21c 1845 Nov. 15th I pay in Hamburg
for I pair overalls
13mark.
Currently (at 10 batzen per mark) f. 7:16.

filr 3 Briefe nach America
Porto 24 hamb. Schillinge
a 1.
Fiir 11 paar Gumrni Schu a 30 Schilig
Nov. 24 bezahle in Harburg [Hamburg]
von da nach Cassel Postgeld
mit dem Omnibus
2 Thl 8ggr
dem Knecht furs hinbringen
der Kofler v. dr. Anisse [?]
ins Wirthshaus
4. Mit dem Hr. Wirth aus
1: 8
Befehl deB Hr. Diirst zehrt
In der Nacht in Oltau

For 3 letters to America
postage 24 Hamburg shillings
1. For 11 pair of rubber shoes at 30
shilling. Nov. 24 pay in Hamburg
from there to Cassel fare
with the Omnibus
2 Thl. 8ggr.
To the servant for transporting
the trunk from the Anisse [Omnibus
4.
stop?] to the inn

filr 1 Glas Wein
u. an einem unbekanten Ort
u. fur hinfilhren von Calle nach
der Eisenbahn
v. Calle[?] nach Hannover pr. Eisenb.
3 Baz.

3.
9.
2.
12

With Mr. Wirth on
order of Mr. Diirst I consume
At night in Oltau

1: 8

for 1 glass of wine
3.
and at an unknown place
9.
and for the transporting from Calle to
the railroad
2.
from Calle[?] to Hannover per railr.
3 Batzen
12

1845 Julj d. l 7ten gab ich an
Hr. Josua Frey 54 american.
Goldstiicke a 2½ Dollars.
thun zusamm.
135
wieder auf Rechnung der Reisekosten
Durch mich demselben
Verrechnet -

22a 1845 July 17th I gave to
Mr. Josua Frey 54 American
Gold pieces at 2½ Dollars
makes together
135
again on the account of the travel costs
By me to him
Accounted.

Dato bezahle an Hr. Theodor
Rodolf in Mineral Point
filr verschiedene Efecten
u.Lebensmittelauf
unsere Colonie laut
Dollars 40.
Rechnung

22b On the same date I pay to Mr.
Theodor
Rodolf in Mineral Point
for sundry items
and victuals for
our Colony according
to bill
Dollars 40.

Dato d. Hr. Bourry de

22c On the same date to Mr. Bourri de
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Invernois u. an Caspar Wild in
St. Louis jedem 1 Brief geschickt
... die ' die unter? ten [?]
DieB durch das Haus Smith &
Carter in Gallena namens
denselben uns ausbezahlten
Dollars 3000 drei tausend
bescheint [?] u. beiden unsere gekaufft
Niederlassung angezeigt, u.
den lezteren zu bitten, uns
die 2 Kofler nach Mineral Point
d. [?] H. Theodor Rodolf zu H.

Invernois and to Caspar Wild in
St. Louis to each 1 letter sent
... which ... the [?]
This via the House Smith &
Carter in Galena in their name
paid to us
dollars 3000 three thousand
acknowledged [?] and to both our
purchased settlement indicate, and
to ask the latter to send to us
the 2 trunks to Mineral Point
in care of Mr. Th. Rodolf

1845 Sept. 29ten empfangen
v. Hr. Rudolf Schlittler [?] in
Rafa [?] zuhanden der
Jungfer Catharina Gallati
Fabrikant Gallati' s Tochter
ein Geschenk von 1 GoldSttick, werth 10 Gulden.

23a 1845 Sept. 29th received
from Mr. Rudolf Schlittler [?] in
Rafa[?] for
Miss Catharina Gallati,
manufacturer Gallati's daughter,
a gift of 1 gold
piece, valued 10 gulden.

California Mrs. Suter
gebr. von Luffinggen
beschrieben von
Monsieur Freirnan' s
ReiBe nach Californie
soll tiber Neu Orleans
oder Galveston (Texas)
geschehen, irn ersten
durch den Bott Bevier
irn zweiten durch den
Boio de Grand; es soll
aber nur durch die
Carawanen vereint
Geschehen [?]

23b California. Mrs. Suter,
born in Luffingen,
written about by
Mr. Freiman' s
Journey to California,
is supposed via New Orleans
or Galveston (Texas)
to occur, first
via the boat Bevier,
in the second by the
Boio de Grand; it is
however only by the
united caravans
to happen [?]

Frey

1845
Ausgaben [?]
Nov. 28 In Frankfurt
bezahle dem Fuhrknecht von der
Reichskrone fur die Kofler
auf die Eisenbahn hinbringen
F 18 K
do auf dem Eisenbanhof fur tibergew. 28
dto Einem Mann welcher mir
v. Kassell bei Mainz die
Kofler tiber den Rhein
auf das Dampfschifl getragen

Frey

241845
Expenditures
Nov. 28 in Frankfurt
I pay to the wagoner of the
Reichskron for the trunk's
transport to the railroad
F 18 K
dto on railroad station for overweight 28
the same to a man who for me
from Kassell near Mainz
carried over the Rhein my trunk
to the steamboat
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samt 4 Kreuzer Briickengeld
20
In Mainz im Gasthaus
z. Rheinthal fur etwas Nachtessen
samt 1 Glas Wein
36
do. In der Nacht auf dem Dampfer [?]
v. Mainz bis Mannheim
fur eine Bout. Bier
15
29 ten .. In Mannheim fur Kaffe
24
Abfahrt gegen 7 Uhr [?]
auf dem Eisenbahn Bureau
allda fur Zugsgewicht [gestrichen: iiber]
der Koffer v. bier bis
Freiburg
1:45

inclusive 4 kreutzer bridge toll
20
In Mainz in the inn
Rheinthal for some supper
with 1 glass wine
36
the same in the night on the steamboat[?]
from Mainz to Mannheim
15
for a bottle of beer
29th. In Mannheim for coffee
24
Departure towards 7 o'clock evening[?]
at the railroad office
there for overweight [over crossed out]
of the trunk from here to
Freiburg
1:45

do in dito Ankunft 3½ Abends
do in ditto fur den Omnibus
v. der Eisenbahn nach der Post
do In dito Freiburg beim Goldenen
Engel fur Mittag
fur Ubergewicht der Kofler
Abfahrt in Friburg abends 4½ Uhr
Ankunft in Basel dito 12 Uhr

also at there arrival 3:30 in the evening
also at there for the Omnibus
from the railroad to the post office
12.
also at the same place Freiburg at the
Golden Angel for a noon meal
1:for overweight of the trunk
42.
Departure in Friburg 4:30 evening
Arrival in Basel also at 12 o' clock

12.
1: -42.

25a At Peter Marti in Milwaukee
I can learn where relative
Jacob Freitag is living.

Beim Peter Marti in Miilwauk
kan ich erfahren wo Vetter
Jacob Freytag sich befindet.
Schuldig It. Rodell ca.
Guthaben fur Lumber
Werkzeug u. Kochgeschir
It. Verzeichnus

50D.
61:85

Streif soil It. Schein

Die Reisekosten v. St.
Louis bis Neuglarus betragen
v. Grob u. Dtirst
ohne dv. Ausgaben
welche ich bis Gallena
u. dort gehabt u. dem
Grob u. noch 2½ Dol.
zuriick.

47 :58

41:70
$ 201:13

wie oben

NS. Denn Brief von Hm. F. Dilrst an
Frau Bunz geb. Sprecher in
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25b Owed according to ledger ca.
Owed for lumber
tools and cookingware
according to list
25c Streif ows according to bill

50D.
61:85

47:58

25d The traveling costs from St.
Louis to New Glarus amount to
for Grob and Durst
41:7
without diverse expenditures
$201 :13
which I had to Galena
and there, and to
Grob about 2½ Dol.
returned
as above

25e NS. The letter of Mr. F. Durst to
Mrs. Bunz, born Sprecher in
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Geislingen Konigreich Wiirtemberg
soll ich in Heidelberg. dagegen
denjenigen an Georg Hitz,
Buchdrucker in Frankfurt,
soll ich ihm selbst, nebst
herzlichen GriiBe v. s. Tante
B. Diirst bestellen, u. ihn
iiber seine VerhfiltniBe im
Auftrag der Letzteren befragen, denn
es interehsiere sie sehr.

Geislingen Kingdom Wiirttemberg
I am to [give] in Heidelberg, however
the one to Georg Hitz,
the book printer in Frankfurt,
I should give him personally
besides cordial greetings from his aunt
B. Diirst to convey, and ask him
about his circumstances
in the name of the above since
it interested her very much.

1845.
Ausgaben
Nov. 27ten zahle
Postgeld
Hier Kasel bis Frankfurt
3 preussische Thaler lb 17½
Silbergr.
3Thl17s
fur??
1 [thl] 28 [s]
dem ? der Krone

26 1845.
Expenditures
Nov. 27th
Postal money
Here from Cassel to Frankfurt
3 Prussian thalers lb 17½
3Thl. 17 s
silvergroschen
for??
1 [thl] 28 [s]
... ? ?

fur die Kofler auf die Post bringen
4.
I. Ja .. ? fur Mittag?
14
28November
l/2 7 Uhr sind
wir in Frankfurt angekommen
u. bezahlen fur die Kofler
ins Wirthshaus Zur Reichs
Krone hinbringen
X 18
Allda fur Kafe u.
Mittag bezahlt samt 1 Glas
fr.1 :10 x
[?] etwas brod auf die Reise (")Wein
Dato bezahle auf dem
Bureau der Diisseldorfer
Gesellschaft von hier bis
Mainz pr. Eisenb.
F1
" bis Manheim
pr. Dampffschiff
1:45
.. dito pr. Omnibus
bis zur Eisenbahn
:12
v. Manheim pr. Post u. Eisenb.
5:51
bis Freiburg
v. Freiburg bis Basel
pr. Post u. Eisenbahn
2:55
11 :43
1845 July d. 20ten als am Tage unseres
vorliiufigen Einzugs in Neu Glarus
gab ich an Friderich Rodolf
als unserem Fuhrmann um
Bretter einzukaufen auf

For bringing the trunk to the post station 4.
1. Ja ... [?]for noon meal
14
l/2 7 o'clock we
28th November
have arrived in Frankfurt
and pay for bringing the trunk
to the inn Zur Reichs
Krone
x 18
There for coffee and
noon meal paid including. 1 glas fr.1:10
? ? some bread for the journey (") wine
At the same date I pay at the
office of the Diisseldorfer
Society from here to
F1
Mainz per railroad
" to Mannheim
per steamboat
1:45
from there per Omnibus
to the railroad
:12
from Mannheim per post and railroadS :51
to Freiburg
from Freiburg to Basel
2:55
per post and railroad
11:43
27a 1845 July 20th as on the day of our
provisional settling in New Glarus
I gave Fridrich Rodolf
as to our hauler
to buy planks on
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die Colonie auf Rechnung
den 23 fur gleiches
den 30 gab ich obigem
wieder an baar

[June

5 do

the Colony's account
10 Dollars
same date 23 for the same
10 Dollars
same date 30 I gave to the above
again in cash
5 Dollars

Die Kassa von unseren
Tagwenleuthe bei den F.L
G.L. HK. L. B.D. MD Du. HH.
bestund bei unserer Abreise noch
in 34 Thaler welche ich ihnen
ausgewechselt habe dagegen
Schulden sie noch dem Verein
lt. Conto
Dollar 10:89

27b The funds of our
community people for the *FL
G L. JK L. B D. MD D. and H H.
consisting still at our departure
of 34 Thaler which I have
exchanged for them, however they owe
the [Emigration] Society
according to Conto
debit 10:89

An Lieonhard Schennach in Tusis
Ct. Graubiinden soll ich namens
Melch Legler schreiben - wo
er sei. - abzugeben beim
Landarnmann Christian Schreiber
auch in Tusis.

27c To Lieonhard Schennach in Thusis
Canton Graubiinden I am in the name of
Melch Legler to write - where
he was. - to deliver to
Mayor Fridolin Schreiber
also in Thusis.

10 Dollars
lOdo

*Initials represent Fridolin Legler, Georg
Legler, Johann Kaspar Legler, Balthasar
Diirst , Matthias Diirst and Heinrich
Hosli. All are from Diesbach, Canton.
Glarus.
Einnahrnen fur den hiesigen
Auswanderungsverein
1845 Merz den 7ten Empfange ich v.
d. Hren. Jenny u. Blumer
in Schwanden
Fr. 300

28a Receipts for the here existing
Emigration Society
1845 March 7th I receive from
Messr.. Jenni and Blumer
in Schwanden

1845 Merz 16ten
Tage auf der Alp [unsicher] von
? iibergebe ich
? Kubli v, Neststal
welcher nebst andem
Neststalten gegenwiirtig
nach Neu Orleans reisen
folgende Briefe als
1) An Gabriel Luchsinger
2 [durchgestrichen]
1) Jacob Elmer, Bilten
2) Caspar Strub Schwanden
3) Frid. Zopfi
4) Jacob Schindler Riity

28b 1845 March 16th
Days on the Alp [?] of
[?]I transmit
[?] Kubli from Netstal
who besides other
Netstaler at this time
travels to New Orleans
the following letters
1) To Gabriel Luchsinger
2 [crossed out]
1) Jacob Elmer, Bilten
2) Caspar Strub, Schwanden
3) Fridolin Zopfi
4) Jacob Schindler, Riiti
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Joshua Frey's Diary
The following material was translated from a report published in 1847
regarding the emigration and founding of New Glarus two years earlier.
Joshua Frey was Pennsylvania-born and of Swiss ancestry. Frey, known to
Wilhelm H. Blumer of Allentown, was chosen to accompany Niklaus
Durst and Fridolin Streiff on their trip to select and purchase land for the
Glarus Emigration Society. Information contained in this diary has been
used by New Glarus historians over the years, however it seldom if ever
has been properly referenced as a primary source. Any copy of this
document, whether in German or perhaps even an English translation, has
not been seen in recent years.
The diary spans the period of May 9 (the departure from
Pennsylvania) to Aug. 6, 1845 (Frey's return). In the early weeks, the
journey by way of the Great Lakes is well documented. One can imagine
that Frey had plenty of idle time on board a boat or train to record the trip.
He continues to faithfully pen his entries throughout the Illinois, Missouri
and Iowa portions of the trip - nearly daily through June 13. Then as the
group enters the Wisconsin Territory, his notations only include key
events on key dates with little information in between, raising the
possibility that they were written after the fact.
Of Frey's later life, nothing is known by the editors of this issue. We
would welcome any information.
Purchase of the Society Land 88
Trip of the Emigrants to New Glarus
Territory of Wisconsin in North America
In order to be able to follow the journey of the Experts, the travel
report submitted in writing by Mr. Frey may be of use, which fully
corresponds to the oral reports of Mr. Diirst and reads as follows:

Translation by Leo Schelbert of the text published in Der glarnerische AuswanderungsVerein und die Colonie Neu-Glarus. Hauptbericht des Auswanderungs-Comite. Den 6.
Hornung 1847. (Glarus. Gedruckt und zu haben in der J. Vogel' schen Buchdruckerei, 1847),
19-29. Place names were changed to present-day usage.
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Notes
of the Experts of the Glarus Emigration Society,
during their Journey of Investigation and Purchase in North America.
Set down by the Agent of Mr. Wilhelm Heinrich Blumer
in Allentown, Pennsylvania,
by Joshua Frey
May 9, 1845 - This afternoon at 4:50 I left my homeland in Upper
Saucona Township, Lehigh County, Pennsylvania, and reached Allentown
at 6:30; left that place the same evening and came to Easton at 10:30.
May 10 - This morning I found my friends, Messrs. Durst and Streiff,
who came to this place yesterday by coach. We left Easton this morning at
5:30 by postal coach and came to Somerville, in New Jersey, at 12:30 in
the afternoon. At 1:30 we went from here by railroad carriage and reached
New York at 5:30; at 7 in the evening we went to the steamboat Empire
and traveled to Albany.
May 11 - Reached Albany this morning at 5 o'clock.
May 12 - This afternoon at 1 o'clock we left this town in the railroad
carriage and traveled to Buffalo. The first place of importance on this way
is Schenectady; here are only a few magnificent houses and little
commerce, because of the short distance from Albany. The Erie Canal
passes through here and two railroads meet here, namely: The Troy and
Schenectady Railroad and the Hudson-Mohawk Railroad. The distance
from Albany is 15 miles. The Schenectady and Utica Railroad starts here.
Sixteen miles to the west of Schenectady is situated the village of
Amsterdam; 43 miles further is situated the village of Little Falls. There
the Mohawk Valley becomes so narrow that there is only a little more
space than needed for the canal, the railroad, the river, and the postal
coach to pass. The village is wholly built on rocks and is surrounded by
rocks. Here there are some beautiful buildings. - Sixteen miles to the west
from here is situated the town Utica, one of the most beautiful rural towns
of the United States; the houses are large, mostly built of brick and in the
most recent style, and the roads are broad. Here the carriages stopped
during the night.
May 13 - This morning at 3:30 we departed and passed through
Syracuse, which is famous because of the extended salt works that are
operated there. The salt is produced from salt water brought here by means
of pipes from the town of Salina, situated 7 miles distant. - 26 miles west
from Syracuse is the town of Auburn, famous because of the State Prison
erected there. It has been built of massive stones and has been arranged in
such a way as to give all criminals employment by means of machines that
are propelled by water power. Some miles west of Auburn the Canal
crosses Lake Cayuga on a bridge. The next place is Seneca Falls; then
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2005
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comes Waterloo; then Lake Seneca, at the upper end of which is situated
the town of Geneva; then follow Vienna and Canandaigua. - 77 miles
west of Utica is situated the town of Rochester near which the Genesee
River forms a waterfall of 40 feet. - We continued our journey through
Williamsville, Batavia and Attica to Buffalo, being situated at the eastern
end of Lake Erie where it narrows into the Niagara River. May 14 - At 9 o'clock in the evening we entered the boat Bunker Hill
to go to Detroit.
May 15 - We landed for a short time at Fairport and Cleveland, from
where the steamboat went directly to Detroit, at which we arrived at 12
midnight.
May 17 - At 8 o'clock this morning we continued our journey by
railroad to Marshall, passing through Dearborn, Wayne, Ypsilanti, Ann
Arbor, Dexter, Jackson, Atbro and Marengo. At Marshall we took the
postal coach and journeyed to Kalamazoo, Paw Paw and several other
small towns to St. Joseph, on Lake Michigan. The distance from Detroit to
Marshall is 110 miles, from Marshall to St. Joseph 100 miles, which latter
place we reached on May 18 at 4 in the afternoon. Here we took the
steamboat Champion, crossed Lake Michigan and came to Chicago during
the night.
May 19 - This morning we landed in Chicago and took lodging in the
Tremont House. We went to the Land Office and examined the maps. We
found that almost all wooded land in this land district had already been
entered or sold, but that a large part of prairie land was still open for being
entered.
May 20 - This morning we took the postal coach to Dixon on the
Rock River; on this route we came through extended prairies: at many
places nothing could be seen than an uninterrupted expanse as far as the
eye could reach. After we had left Chicago, the land was for the first 15
miles very level and wet; after one has gone that distance, the land
becomes very broken and the soil is very fertile. The postal road leads
through the Fox River, at the town of Aurora; the environs of this town are
densely inhabited. The Fox River is a beautiful water stream. We passed
two other muddy water streams - Big Rock Creek and Little Rock Creek.
May 21 - We reached Dixon this morning at 5 o'clock, after we had
journeyed the whole night. Here we went to the Land Office and found
that an immense quantity of prairie land was still available to be entered
and sold; but the woodland was mostly taken up. This afternoon we went
on foot northward along the Rock River. This is, as stated, a very beautiful
river; the banks are generally high, either on one or the other side of the
river, consisting of limestone rocks from which amply flow the most
beautiful water springs. We went today to Oregon City, the county seat of
Ogle County.
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May 2289 - This morning we had a heavy rainstorm by which the
country roads became very unpassable; and because Messrs. Durst and
Streiff believed that our emigrants would undoubtedly be in St. Louis until
we would reach that town, we decided to return to Dixon where we arrived
this evening.
May 23 - This morning I went by postal coach to Como in order to
have a talk with Messrs. Smith and Webber, 90 who on the recommendation
of Mr. Blumer wanted to provide temporary shelter for our emigrants. The
land at the Rock River, both up and down from Dixon, is very beautiful
and fertile.
May 24 -Today I returned to Dixon, where Durst and Streiff remained
until my return. On the evening of this day we traveled by postal coach to
Princeton; on this road we passed mainly through prairie land, most of
which has not been sold. Here are some groves, surrounded by farms.
Princeton is a small village, surrounded by very rich soil. We arrived here
during the night.
May 25 - Since today was Sunday, we did only little.
May 26 -Today we examined a stretch of woodland, called Devils
Grove, situated 13 miles west of Princeton; we found that this land had
already been entered; 240 acres could have been purchased for $1,000.
May 27 - Today we traveled from Princeton to Peru, at the Illinois
River, for the most part through prairie land.
May 28 - Today we had to stay in Peru since no boat arrived today on
which we could get a ride to St. Louis, which was our intention.
May 29 - No boat arrived again today because of the low water level.
We got a horse team to take us to Hennepin. When we arrived there, the
boat had left already two hours before and we were thus forced to stay
over for a day.
May 30 - Today we traveled on the steamboat Panama towards St.
Louis.
May 31 - We continued our journey down the river.
June 1 - We reached St. Louis today at 10 in the morning.
June 2 - We waited here the whole day. Because the emigrants had
not arrived, we asked Mr. Wild of this town to take on their supervision, to
let us know their arrival, and to take care of their provisional lodging.
June 3 - This afternoon we went by postal coach to Warrenton,
journeying through Cattleville, Plantersburg and Pauldingville, and we
arrived at Warrenton at 10 in the morning. From here we continued our
journey on foot to Jones' s inn.

The original printing listed this entry as May 23, but that likely was a typographical error.
The original printing read Smith and Weaver, but the firm's name actually was Smith and
Webber.

89
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June 5 - We continued to travel on foot through Danville, the county
seat of Montgomery County, to Williamsburg in Callaway County.
June 6 - This morning we left the main road and turned towards the
town of Mexico, the county seat of Audrain County. We had arrived here
on foot from Warrenton.
June 7 - Here we hired a horse team to take us to the village of Florida
in Monroe County; from there we traveled again on foot to the house of a
farmer at the Indian Creek.
June 8 - We traveled on foot through Indian Creek to the town of
Palmyra.
June 9 - We spent some time at the Land Office. The greatest part of
land in this district has been entered. Towards evening we went to Marion
City, at the banks of the Mississippi River. The distance from St. Louis to
St. Charles, 20 miles - St. Charles to Warrenton, 40 miles - Warrenton to
Danville, 24 miles - Danville to Williamsburg, 10 miles - Williamsburg
to Mexico, 24 miles - Mexico to Florida, 24 miles - Florida to Indian
Creek, 8 miles - Indian Creek to Palmyra, 24 miles - Palmyra to Marion
City, 7 miles. Total distance from St. Louis to Marion City was 181 miles.
June 10 - This morning at 10 o'clock we took the steamboat Vernon
to Keokuk in Iowa Territory, where we arrived at 7 in the evening.
June 11 - This morning we rented a carriage, passed through
Prairieville and Charleston to Winchester in this region.
June 12 - We continued our journey on our carriage through
Birmingham to Fairfield; here we spent some time at the Land Office, and
then we traveled on foot to a farmhouse near the Skunk River.
June 13 - We traveled on foot to Mt. Pleasant, the county seat of
Henry County; from here we went northward through a prairie, 15 miles
long, to the house of a farmer at Lang Creek.
We stayed here overnight and then continued our journey in the
morning over the Iowa River, Columbus City to Bloomington on the
Mississippi. From there we traveled to Galena in Illinois, a town of
considerable size, in the midst of the lead district on the Fever River and
the start of the steamboat navigation. The environs are very hilly. By now
we had traveled through several states and seen large lands; nowhere
could we reach a decision to purchase, either because forest or water was
missing, the site was not healthy, or the still not entered land in one
complex was not large enough to satisfy our needs, and so we traveled on
to the Wisconsin Territory to Mineral Point whereby we passed through
Platteville and Belmont and reached the former town on July 16. We went
to the Land Office and found truly that here something was to be done for
us; yet since we believed that according to a letter from Mr. Blumer we
would meet the emigrants in Milwaukee, we traveled to there, yet did not
find the people; however again a letter from Mr. Blumer, according to
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which he believed that he could employ the people for some time in Como
with his friends Webber and Smith, who were building a flour- and
sawmill. We also found at the Land Office that the land was not suited for
our emigrants, wherefore we left Milwaukee on June 24 and traveled via
Troy, Sugar Creek to Exeter in Green County. Here we finally found in
the Fourth Township, Range 7 east of the fourth main meridian, a
significant expanse of land that seemed suitable for our project. After we
had made several unfortunately futile excursions for the inspection of land
and also because of the receiving of the emigrants to Como, we finally
returned via Galena and Shullsburg to Mineral Point, where we met Mr.
Theodor Rodolph, who received us in friendship and recommended we
inspect a strip of land along Mineral Creek. On this excursion we had to
pass the night twice in the open field.
On July 15 we came to the town Helena on the Wisconsin River.
Since we also were not pleased with this land we returned to Mineral Point
and then, on July 17, purchased 1,200 acres of the land near Exeter in
Green County, the same land which we had inspected on June 27, further
purchased the necessary food and tools with which we immediately
returned to the land of the [Glarus Emigration] Society and began to
construct cabins.
While Messrs. Dtirst and Streiff devoted themselves to these tasks, I
once more went to Como; but I found there neither the emigrants nor
letters and traveled, after I had taken care of some correspondence, back to
the settlement which we had named New Glarus and which shall be
further described by means of a sketch.
On July 1491 I arrived in New Glarus, and since the land surveyor had
also arrived, and Messrs. Dtirst and Streiff, besides Mr. Friedrich Rodolph
(brother of the previously mentioned Mr. Theodor Rodolph) had erected
two provisional buildings and had also hauled some building timber, we
began with the survey which we continued to the 30th.
After we had also opened a road from New Glarus to Green's Prairie
and had produced the plan and field notes, I took leave of Messrs. Dtirst
and Streiff and returned on Aug. 6 to my homeland.

This date is out of sequence and must be an error, since it would be before the colony land
was purchased. According to Nildaus Diirst's memorandum book, p. 10, Frey returned on
July 22.
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Joshua Frey made this German-language map for the
Emigration Society after he returned to Pennsylvania. It
probably was based in part on a township map obtained
earlier. In addition to showing the colony land purchase, he
noted (with color tinting) the location of prairie lands,
woodlands, and wetlands. Federal law required proceeds
from the sale or lease of land in Section 16 of every
township to go to the state (or territorial) school fund, which
is why it was labeled "school section." The "green prairie"
land at the upper left extended well into the Town of York
to the west, but should not be confused with the settlement
of "Greene's Prairie" which was directly west of Section 18.
While the Little Sugar River (Sugar Fluss) retains its name,
the streams Frey listed as New Glarus Bach and Slid Sugar
Fluss became known as Legler Valley Creek and Hefty
Creek. (Gemeindearchiv Schwanden [Dorfmuseum
Schwanden im Pulverturm])
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First Letter from New Glarus
The following letter comprises the first official report on the
emergence of New Glarus. It was written by Judge Niklaus Durst, and
signed by both Durst and Fridolin Streiff, several days after the group of
colonists arrived in Wisconsin.
Diirst wrote beautiful but complicated German. The original letter is
archived in the Pulverturm at Schwanden, Canton Glarus, where many of
the records of the Emigration Society are kept. This translation, by Peter
Etter and Leo Schelbert, tries to adapt to Diirst' s style as much as
possible without making the letter too difficult to understand. It is based
on the transcription made by Suzanne Peter-Kubli and published in Die
Welt ist hier weit, a special printing of the Yearbook of the Historischen
Vereins des Kantons Glarus, Volume 75, pages 15-23 (Glarus: Tschudi,
1995). Place names were changed to present-day usage.
This letter offers intriguing insights into the founding of New Glarus
which have not been discussed to any degree in earlier histories.
Particularly, Diirst explains how much more land could have been
purchased had prairie land been an acceptable option. He deplores the
difficulties the original immigrants had to endure because of unfortunate
circumstances and the lack of proper planning. He speculates that the
immigrants might have been better served had they waited out the winter
in St. Louis, due to cheaper provisions and the opportunity to earn cash,
and had put off the arrival at the settlement site until spring, 1846.

****
New Glarus in the Wisconsin Territory
August 19, 1845
To the Honorable Councilman Jenny in Schwanden, the President of the
Honorable Emigration Society of Canton Glarus, in the Name and for the
above Mentioned Society.
Highly Honored and Highly Esteemed Sirs!
Finally, finally the hour has now struck in which the undersigned are
put in the position to discharge that holy duty to you which has unfortunately pressed on us for a long time, namely that we are able to report
68
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to your Honors (as it is done herewith) regarding the kind of business
arrangements concerning the land purchase in this region which we have
made on our trip for the Honorable Society and also, whether, and
actually how, we have received our poor compatriots (the emigrants) etc.
Regarding the First Part we must unfortunately report to your Honors
that this has been such a truly difficult task as we ourselves, Mr. Blumer,
Mr. Frey, and the undersigned could not have imagined, that is the
purchase of such an amount of adjoining land, and for the State price
according to instruction, and corresponding to all human needs. Under
other circumstances, that is if we had not been, so to say, tied to the State
price for our purchase, this would not have been difficult, also not
difficult in relation to the State price if we had not taken it so seriously
regarding our duty toward your Honors and the poor emigrants; we had
this duty however, and we wanted to carry it out, as far as we could do it,
as well as possible. But this made our work difficult as we could soon
have found prairie (open land) without water and without woods etc. not
only for 106 but for a 1,000 families, but the woods which tormented us
the most and made us worry, had almost completely, if they bordered on
such land, been in the hands of so called land speculators or already
present settlers. The latter [woods] might on occasion have been gotten
for no money, on occasion however both [woods and adjoining land] by
special sacrifices; yet unfortunately for this the needed means were not at
our disposal and therefore our work was difficult and onerous (even
without considering all the deprivations and difficulties we had to
contend with in this matter and about which we do not want to lose a
word). But, your Honors, imagine, we kindly ask, this our situation and
the circumstances we encountered, and then ask yourselves whether we
had the honor to solve a pleasant task indeed? Yet we have to stop (about
this due to limitations of space). The writer of this will report to you
about everything conscientiously and in greater detail when his trip home
(God willing) has been happily concluded
Finally it was possible for us (so we believe) to find a favorable
place of settlement and that in what is called Wisconsin Territory in
Green County Township 4, Range 7. The land lies 8 miles from Exeter,
35 from Mineral Point, 15 from Madison and has nice characteristics
(according to our limited view, although others may see it differently). It
is partly somewhat hilly, but healthy. It contains for the most part good
fertile soil, good spring- and running water, as two brooks flow through
our land with plenty of fish, that is, of which the one has water power
which also can be utilized; on the first a mill, if needed two, could be
established which is rare here in the West, and where the water would be
too far from the future dwellings, it could easily be gotten by the digging
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of wells. Good and sufficient forest land, also not inconvenient in regard
to communication, so that by God we can hope that the emigrants, in
case they remain healthy and take care of their land with diligence and
good sense, will find themselves in time rewarded for their diligence
according to circumstances, but as to the latter, time will tell. But we are
sorry to have to inform you that for the time being (and as we think for
very good and multiple reasons) we were able to purchase only for 60
families, that is only 1200 acres, and these we had surveyed and
distributed to each at 20 acres.
Now your Honors will ask (we have no doubt) why did they
purchase only that much and not all the land which they had been
authorized to purchase? This is a question, however, about which, among
many other items, we will have to give account to you, and we are ready
in time to do so orally and in detail (God willing) by this writer. Gladly,
most gladly, would we have purchased everything now, but there were
good reasons which kept us from doing so for the time being which will,
as we believe, excuse us with you, once you have become fully familiar
with them, which because of limitation of space we cannot all list here.
According to law no one, also no association such as ours, may
purchase less than an 80 acre plot from the State, with the only exception
of a poor man who may obtain also a 40 acre plot if he swears to
purchase it not for speculation, but for himself and for settling on it.
Now, had we purchased the rest of the land in the name of our
Association (in 80 acre plots) and had it surveyed, perhaps half of the 80
acres could have been such land which, if not totally bad, the poor man
would have left alone and would not have paid for, yet still used like a
thousand others without purchasing it. A large sum of money would thus
have been spent from the coffers of the honorable Association and
poured into those of this State which we would not do in this manner,
and the land in question may nevertheless be used, by us before others,
by our poor emigrants for their cattle. For this and other reasons we
believed that we were dealing in the best interest of the honorable
Association and the emigrants if, for the time being, we were to stop
(namely at this spot) further and more purchases, and for so long as
sufficient report has been given about the matter and further steps have
been proposed, and until further decisions were taken which the
Association considered proper under the circumstances and in the
situation. For that (for their implementation) a delegation from home
would not be needed, but it could be done by Fridolin Streiff and
somebody else from here, thus it could be achieved without extra cost.
Should then the honorable Association want and demand that the rest
still be gotten there up to all 106 parts, (also not considering all the other
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proposals which the writer of this will be able to make orally), then we
believe that this could still be done in the immediate or not immediate
vicinity of here, about which your Honors are being asked to make a
decision in due time.
About the Second Part, the emigrants, we are unfortunately not able
to report much that is positive to you, and they encountered a variety of
difficulties (according to their report) already in Germany and Holland
which the honorable Society, that is also you yourself, did not foresee.
They were held up for many days in Manheim and in New Dieppe which
caused them almost unbearable costs and already created much
indignation among them, and on top of this they had a pretty long-lasting
ocean voyage (48 days), and they were also not treated according to the
ship contract in regard to provisions, in that they did not receive several
hundredweight that had been agreed upon, and in addition very much
was inedible, for instance biscuits and flour, so that they had to endure
great hunger; about that the report by leader Paul Grob will give details.
But what appears most conspicuous to us is the point that in
Baltimore, to where (rather than to New Orleans) they had been sent,
they were not received and led into the interior by anyone, but were left
standing there without any help (as God forsaken) and had to help
themselves. That this has happened with all of the precautionary
measures which you and also we had taken is still to this hour a riddle to
us. Although you may tell us that we should have done this, that we had
been ordered and obliged to this by the instruction and letter of Town
President Blumer dated 26 April of this year, which we however received
only 26 June in Mineral Point, but, most honored Sirs! Precisely the
charge of this letter, which had been written by Mr. W. H. Blumer, dated
Allentown 21 May of this year, must excuse us in this, because he, Mr.
Blumer, had taken on that duty, in that he states verbatim: "He would, if
possible, travel himself to Baltimore and send forth the immigrants in the
best way and, if possible, accompany them, until we would meet up with
them" (namely us) This reassured us and we hope that it will excuse us
with you and everyone, the emigrants at least clearly understand this.
Besides we believe that we have nevertheless fulfilled our duty
perfectly also in this regard in that we wanted to receive and guide them
to the colony on June 1 in St. Louis (due to correspondence between Mr.
Blumer and Mr. Frey), on the 24th of the same month in Milwaukee, 6
July in Como, and on the 19th at the latter place the same by Mr. Frey
alone. However, we had unfortunately had to return from all these places
without being able to receive them, what understandably cost us not a
small amount of money and time, and put us in no small difficulty,
because we have found ourselves for a very long time, actually until this
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hour, without any news from Mr. Blumer (except the letter which we
received from him 16 June in Mineral Point, and Mr. Frey on the 24 th of
the same month in Milwaukee). In the latter letter he told Mr. Frey that
he would then accompany, or have the emigrants accompanied, who
might arrive in Baltimore on 20 June, to Como, why we went in due time
to there, however again unfortunately for nothing, that is we had
understandably in the meantime sought land everywhere and, once
found, we have also checked it out.
Finally on Friday the 8th of this month two men, Paulus Grob and
Mathias Durst, came to us at the colony (to where we had gone on
Sunday the 20th of the month before and where we got to work right
away), for whom, or at least for news about them from Mr. Blumer, we
had been waiting for so long, and they informed us that the emigrants
had arrived in Baltimore on June 30, and on the 23rd [of July] in St.
Louis, the majority being still healthy, some having died at sea, some on
land or on rivers, and many having left [the group] in various towns of
America, as the name register of Paulus Grob will document which the
writer of this will present to you after his (God willing happy) return home.
Due to the instruction they had been given, they believed to meet us
for sure in St. Louis because they had not been told anything else in
Baltimore nor respectively been received there etc. We also, as
previously mentioned, had wanted to receive them in St. Louis, too early
unfortunately out of fear that they might have arrived there already, and
make for them the best possible arrangements, and we actually made
them; in that we had asked Johann Caspar Wild of Mitlodi (who speaks
English) as well as both Kundert and Schuler of Riiti, who all three were
at the time in that city, to look after the people as best as they could once
they had arrived there, until we had bought land and had informed them
about it, which to do they had firmly promised us, as we have also kept
punctually our promise to them.
In the meantime the situation, as mentioned above, changed
following the correspondence between Mr. Blumer and Mr. Frey, so that
we believed we would receive them not in St. Louis any more, but at the
other above mentioned places. But we were mistaken, and the emigrants
now came to St. Louis in that way. On the 17th of the month we bought
land in Mineral Point and at that hour we gave notice of it to the
mentioned Mr. Wild, yet did not believe that the emigrants were still
coming by way of St. Louis, but then wrote to Mr. Wild once more
according to our promise, since we also asked the latter to send our two
suitcases to Mineral Point which we had left at the latter place. Had this
letter been sent properly and on time, it would have been already in St.
Louis at their arrival, then they would have known to where they had
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immediately to travel. Yet it was apparently sent in a bad way and not
fast, and therefore they had to stay there for several days until they knew
where we had purchased land.
However, they were able to live there more cheaply than now on the
colony since in this [Wisconsin] Territory all groceries are sold for more
than in St. Louis, and from one point of view it would have been
desirable that they would still be there, and bad stayed there until Spring
because they could have, as pointed out, been able to live there more
cheaply and in addition also could have earned some money; on the other
hand it would have been better to be at the colony now (which is the
case) so they can prepare all sorts of things for next Spring, yes, if they
still had the necessary means for it; but most of them are here so
deprived of them that they would not have been able to make it all the
way to here, had we not helped them; alone we realized, if the whole
undertaking was not to be destroyed and the beautiful goal which
underlies it was not to be missed, we had in God's name to help them
some more - and until now we have also done so as much as we could.
However, our means are at present no longer strong in that we ourselves
have unfortunately used up not a small sum of money, due to the big
trips and the long time which we had to spend on them. Although we
have gotten from Mr. Dorler 500/five hundred dollars for our trip into the
interior of the country, that is from Mr. Bourry d'Ivemois and Company
in New York, also from the same 3000/three thousand dollars for the
land purchase, however [we spent] for the purchased twelve hundred
acres of land at 1 1/4 dollars per acre = 1500 dollars, and since we did
not purchase all the land to date, we gave 1200 dollars to Mr. Frey to
give to Mr. Blumer in Allentown (until further instructions of the
honorable Society).
Without wanting to talk about all the expenses for the journey and
other costs which we have had to date and will still have, you will, most
honored Sirs, probably understand that our present available money can
not be large anymore, yet the poor people must, must in God's name, if
the good noble purpose shall not be missed, be helped out, and that with
vigor. Certainly not all is lost, at least we hope and believe so. Once the
people are saved from their present wretched condition and are able to
move again, they will in time think of their rescuers or will have to think
of them. We could not leave them to starve at this moment, Christian and
human duty obliged us to it, especially considering that each person was
to receive from the honorable Society about 10 florins, according to the
letter from Rotterdam of Mr. Councilman Peter Jenny, dated 30 April of
this year, and also according to one of Town President Blumer of
Schwanden, dated 25 April, since they had to pay that sum at home to the
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honorable Committee. Before and previous to our getting involved in a
further and larger support we would have liked to correspond with you,
still before the writer of this starts his journey back to the fatherland
(which hopefully will happen at the end of this month). Yet since this
cannot happen anymore, the writer will not fail, once he has reached
New York and Allentown, to discuss this most important matter with
those gentlemen who at home had been recommended to us, and I have
no doubt, in case against all expectations the honorable Society should
not or could not assist them [the emigrants] anymore, these above
mentioned gentlemen would certainly do it.
After the emigrants had waited several days in St. Louis and found
themselves without news in the circumstances described above, on top of
which they were told we were long dead and that they should help
themselves as best they could, they understandably became even more
distraught and worried, yet decided nevertheless in their sad
circumstances to send two men after us in the persons of P. Grob and M.
Durst, and they were not to give up looking until they had news of
whether we were alive or dead. Honor to these men for their decision, it
is telling proof of their loyalty toward us as well as the beautiful
undertaking and proof of unshakable courage and endurance. However,
we must sadly report to you, honorable Sirs, that they [the emigrants] did
not live in brotherly harmony during the entire trip (as we heard from
some of the more quiet emigrants) as you and we would have wished.
Sadly, at present this is still more or less the case, even though we
seriously try to intervene as much as possible, but not everyone takes
advice as one wishes, but we hope, once the land has been drawn by lots
(which will happen tonight or tomorrow) and all gradually can take
control of their own matters that this evil will also be gone. However,
time will tell.
You, most honored Sirs, will understand that the trip of the two men
Grob and Durst involved again extra costs for the emigrants, due to no
fault of theirs or ours. Based upon fairness and righteousness we found
that the honorable Society should take care of these costs of [illegible]
dollars. Yet there will be no litigation in case it should find that we had
caused them and thus should also pay them (although we are totally
innocent in the matter), and once we have submitted the mentioned letter
of Mr. Blumer by the writer of this.
We must close. The writer of this will, when he is in New York and
before he embarks on the sea voyage, again inform you when, on which
ship, and to where he will go to sea. In the meantime, most honored Sirs,
accept the assurance of our most perfect respect and devotion from your,
thank God, always healthy,
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N. Durst
Fr. Streiff
P. S. Please forward the enclosed three letters to the address given and
collect the cost from the recipient.
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Portions of the first and last pages of the first letter written from New Glarus. The August
19, 1845, report to the Emigration Society detailed the land selection and arrival of the
colonists. It was signed by both Diirst and Streiff and saved in Switzerland.
(Gemeindearchiv Schwanden [Dorfmuseum Schwanden im Pulverturm])
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New Glarus' Original Settlers
A New Listing
by
Robert A. Elmer and Duane H. Freitag
Published histories of New Glarus have been inconsistent in the
names and numbers of original settlers. They generally peg the number at
108, 118 or even 122. The Settlers' Monument in New Glarus, erected
in 1915 to commemorate those pioneers, has a listing (only the men!)
that differs somewhat from written histories. A comprehensive listing
based upon the primary sources of the time has never been fully
enumerated or fully referenced.
The following table is our attempt to document who we believe made
up the original group of settlers present at New Glarus in mid-August of
1845. This listing is based primarily on Glarner Zeitung articles of
December 20, 1845, which listed those families who left Canton Glarus
April 16, 1845. That same newspaper provided a listing of the 20-acre
land allotments that occurred on August 21, 1845. This allotment listing
is important in that it confirms those families who apparently were on
site to draw for land. Our list also takes into account Balthasar Schindler,
his daughter Magdalena, and her beau David Schindler, who are
mentioned by Mathias Durst, Judge Niklaus Durst, and even Heinrich
Lienhard, yet do not appear in the Glarner Zeitung 's list of emigrants.
Also on the list is Fridolin Streiff, who accompanied Judge Durst in the
quest for land and remained with the Swiss colony.
By tallying up those people cited in the various sources, we arrive at
the number 135 men, women and children present in New Glarus in
August of 1845. Just a few weeks later, on September 6, the colony
grew by several adults when Jost Trumpy and Heinrich Aebli and his
sons arrived. (You will find Trumpy and Aebli listed on the Settlers'
Monument as original settlers, although they apparently traveled on their
own and lagged behind the others by about 3 weeks.)
One additional and minor deviation from previous histories concerns
Johann Peter Stauffacher, who is generally listed as having died in
Galena, Illinois, while en route to New Glarus, and thus not counted in
the tally of original immigrants. In reviewing the many documents
related to this publication, we have been unable to find any definitive
reference to Stauffacher' s death. We feel that had he died en route, some
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mention of this would have been made in one of the diaries, letters home,
or in the Glarner Zeitung. Peter Stauffacher, rather than his widow, is
recorded as having received a 20-acre lot. Therefore our listing includes
Stauffacher, but we invite any conclusive historical reference indicating
he did indeed die while passing through Galena!
Does it even matter if there were 108 or 135 people who founded
New Glarus? Probably not. Yet what is important is that these historical
facts be based upon referenced documents of the period and upon "new"
documents as they become discovered, transcribed and translated. This
was our objective for the development of the following table.
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1 Maria Magdalena Menzi

1

5

Fridolin

1 Dorothea Stauffacher

1

2

4

New Glarus

1/ 2/

Babier

Oswald

1 Ursula Stauffacher

1

5

7

New Glarus

1/ 2/

Becker

Fridolin

1 Maria Louisa Hosli

1

1

2

New Glarus

1/ 2/

Becker

Jost

1 Barbara Hefti

1

2

New Glarus

1/ 2/

Becker

Kaspar

1

2

New Glarus

1/ 2/

Blesi

Fridolin

1 Barbara Wild

1

1

Durst

Balthasar

1 Magdalena Durst

1

4

6

New Glarus

1/ 2/

Dilrst

Mathias

1 Verena Luchsinger

1

2

4

New Glarus

1/2/

Elmer

Heinrich

1 Barbara Jacober

1

2

Frischknecht Balthasar

1

Grob

Jacob

1

Grob

Paulus

1 Regula Schrapfer

Hefti

Fridolin

1 Christina Hosli

Hefti

George

1
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7 Pittsburgh
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3 Pittsburgh

1/

1/

4 Wheeling

1/

1 Baltimore

1/

4

5

New Glarus

1/ 2/

1

5

7

New Glarus

1/ 2/

1

2

4

New Glarus

1/ 2/

1 Wheeling

1/
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1
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1 Margareth Diirst
1
2

Hefti

Samuel

Hosli

Fridolin

Hosli

Fridolin

1

Hosli

Heinrich

1 Barbara Zwicki

1

Hosli

Johann Jacob

1 Anna Katharina Weiss

l

2 Pittsburgh

1/

Hosli

Johann Kaspar

1 Margaretha Zopfi

1

2 Pittsburgh

1/

Hosli

Marx

1

Hosli

Mathaus

1 Magdalena Zweifel

1

3

Hosli

Matheus

1 Barbara Hosli

1

2

Jenny

Balthasar

1 Regula Blumer

1

Kundert

Andreas

1 Anna Iselin

1

Kundert

Kaspar

Kundert

l Wheeling
2

2

1

3

New Glarus

New Glarus

3

5 Pittsburgh
New Glarus

4

1/

1/ 2/

1/
1/2/

1/ 2/
1/
1/ 2/ 3/

Glarus;

1 Wheeling

1/

5 Baltimore

1/

1

1 Pittsburgh

1/

Ludwig

1

1 Baltimore

1/

Kundert

Paulus

1 Barbara Zopfi

1

3

5

New Glarus

1/ 2/

Legler

Fridolin

1 Barbara Hefti

1

5

7

New Glarus

1/ 2/

Legler

Fridolin, Jr.

1 Rosina Hammerli

1

1

3

New Glarus

1/ 2/

Legler

George

1 Anna Diirst

1

5

7

New Glarus

1/ 2/

Legler

Johann Kaspar

1 Agatha Speich

1

5

7

New Glarus

1/ 2/

Schindler

Abraham

1 Anna Baumgartner

1

3

5

New Glarus

1/ 2/

Schindler

Balthasar

1

1

2

New Glarus

2/ 4/

Schindler

David

1

1

New Glarus

2/ 4/
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Schmid

Mathias

1 Anna Katharina Schmid

1

6

Schrapfer

Fridolin

1 Margreth Kundert

1

1

2

6

New Glarus

1/ 2/

3 St. Louis

1/

Sigrist

Johann Rudolf

1

1 Wheeling

1/

Spalti

Heinrich

1

1 St. Louis

1/

Spalti

Joachim

1

1 St. Louis

1/

Stauffacher

Anton

1 Anna Stauffacher

1

4

6

Stauffacher

Heinrich

1 Barbara Blumer

1

6

6

Stauffacher

Jacob

1 Elsbeth Speich

1

3

Stauffacher

Johann Peter

1 Barbara Bahler

1

Stauffacher

Rudolf

Anna Beglinger; Eufemia
1 Stauffacher

2

Streiff

Fridolin

1

Stiissi

Andreas

1 Elsbeth Heer

Vogeli

Balthasar

Vogeli

New Glarus

1/ 2/

New Glarus

1/ 2/

5

New Glarus

1/ 2/

6

8

New Glarus

1/ 2/ 5/

4

6

New Glarus

1/ 2/ 6/

New Glarus

2/7/

2

1

1

1

4

6 Baltimore

1/

1

1 Baltimore

1/

Mathias

1

1 Baltimore

1/

Wild

Hilarius

1 Anna Hefti

1

1

Zopfi

Andreas

1 Appollonia Blesi

1

2

Zwicki

Caspar

1
53
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1

1

1/ 2/

3 New York

1/

1 Baltimore

1/ 8/

8 53
197
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Footnotes:
1/ Listed in the December 20, 1845 Glamer 'Zeitung
2/ Listed in the December 20, 1845 Glamer 'Zeitung
3/ Listed in the Glamer Zeitung as Math. Hefti (not Hosli).
4/ Mentioned in 1845 accounts by Mathias Diirst, Judge Niklaus Diirst, and
Heinrich Lienhard as being present in Galena and at the settlement site.
5/ Johann Peter Stauffacher is included in the number of those arriving in New
Glarus, although he has been listed in other histories as dying in Galena, IL
en route to New Glarus.
6/ Rudolf Stauffacher was legally married to Anna Beglinger who died en route
to New Glarus; Eufemia Stauffacher-Stauffacher was Rudolfs mistress and
mother of his illegitimate children. Rudolf and Eufemia are recorded as
marrying on November 9, 1846 in Dubuque, IA. Mathias Diirst reported that
Rudolf and Eufemia had a son born in Cincinnati; that son is not included in
the above roster or in the roster totals.
7/ Fridolin Streiff left Canton Glarus in March of 1845 as an advance man to
find and purchase the settlement site. He remained in New Glarus and his
family joined him after 1845.
8/ Listed as "Jakob" Zwick:i in the December 20, 1845 Glamer Zeitung

Additional information on these people was well documented by Dr. Leo
Schelbert in New Glarus 1845-1970
Immigrant Roster Totals:
197 people -- 193 with the emigrant group; 1 advance man (Fridolin Streiff;
Judge Diirst returned home); 3 apparently traveled independently.
135 people are credited with being original settlers based upon this chart.
8 deaths during the journey of which 2 were adults and 6 were children.
1 person (Balthasar Jenny) is recorded as having returned to Canton Glarus.
53 people remained in other locations on the trip through America.
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